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I I. INTRODUCTION 
I The development and character of the forests covering Itasca 
State Park are the result of several factors that have influenced 
I the landscape during the past 45,000 years. These include glacia-
I 
tion, climatic changes, fire, windstorms, animal populations, for-
est pathogens, and man's activities. All have probably oodified 
I the forests to some extent although their effects vary greatly in degree. 
I An extensive knowledge of the history of these factors is of 
value to ecologists studying the vegetation of the park. The eco-
I logical history is needed for an accurate inte~rct~tio~ of ::he 
present vegetation and for analysis of th: long-ter.n succP.ssional 
trend:::. In a.ddition, <ln understanciing of the history of the 
"natural" and "man-caused" factors is helpful in determining man-
agement policies to promote the restoration of pre-settlement bio-
tic cormnunities and their maintenance under conditions si.I!Illlating 
I "naturn.l" disturbances. Research into the history of many of the factors which have 
ini~ucnced the park's vegetation has been carried out. A sumuary 
of the history of upland forest co!I:!:lllnities is provided by Hansen 
et al. (1974). The gL1cial history has been compiled by Wright 
and Rhue (1965). Palynological studies by McAndrews (1966) and 
Janssen (1967) have provided information on the climatic changes 
since the last glacial retreat. The fire chronology from 1623 to 
1971 has been worked out by dendrochronology studies by Frissell 
(1971). No comprehensive suu:m:.iry or T,:inds!:Ot"InZ has bee:i. carried 
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out. Some info:::nation on blowciowns can be obtained from research 
pape:s (Lundgren, 1954), Lake Itasca District Ranger Station re-
cords, and from people who have been acquainted with the park 
over the years. There have been several accounts of animal over-
populations in the past 75 years. These include beaver (Caster 
canadensis Kuhl) by Sargeant and Harshall (1959), deer (Odocoileus 
virginianus borealis ~filler) by Dobie (1959) and Ross et ~l. 
(1970), ~nd ?Orcupine (Erethizon dorsatum L.) by Anfang (1972). 
Infestations by the larch sawfly (Pristinhora erichsonii Har-tig ) 
have been reported by Ruggles (1910, 1911). The sumwary by Han~e~ 
~ al. (1974) of the control progru:a history for white pine ~1.is­
ter rust (Cron.artium :-ibicola Fisher) is the only infon:iati)'::l 
available on tree diseases in the park. The effects of man can 
be divided between the activities of native inhabitar.ts and those 
of European man. Infor:nation conccr~i~g the activi.ties of pre-
historic man in the park has been obtained by Shay (1971), while 
more recent activities of native inhabitants have ~een reported 
by Brower (1898) and Frissell (1971). Accounts of European man's 
activities, which include logging and management practices, can 
be obtained from Brower (1904), Dobie (1959), and Hansen et al. 
(1974). The activities of European man are alzo responsible for 
variations in fire frequency, animal overpopulations, and the in-
tro<luc~ion of insects and tree diseases. 
Most significant in determining the composition of the park's 
present forests were climatic changes, fire, and logging opera-
tions. Of these three f.::ictors, however, the current information 
available on the logging history has not heretofore been studied 
3 
from an ecological vicwpoin~. Only generalized information about 
the logging ope:-ations exists. A detailed study of ~he logging 
history is needed to help complete the ecological history of the 
park forests. 
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II. PURPOSE 
The purpose of this study was to describe and quantify the 
logging disturbance in Itasca State Park. Of particular interest 
were the logging practices that were ecologically significant in 
changing or modifying the early forests. For each of the park's 
763 lots and forties an attempt was made to determine: 
1) if commercial logging had occurred, and if so, 
2) the year logging had occurred, 
3) what cutting specifications were used (~.£·, species, 
minimum sizes, etc.), 
4) h0¥1 much timber was cut on specific tracts (in terms 0£ 
board-foot volumes indicating the extent of logging), 
5) post-logging practices (method and seascn of slash 
disposal). 
Of general interest were localized disturbances due to logging-
road construction, and flooding due to damming of lakes for log 
drives. 
I 
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III. STUDY AREA 
Itasca State Park is located in the southeast corner of 
Clearwater County and extends into Hubbard and Becker counties. 
The study area includes all land under park ownership as of 1966, 
which totals approximately 32,000 acr~s. The area is comprised 
of 763 lots and forties from five townships: T.142N.-R.35W., 
T.142N.-R.36W., T.143N.-R.35W., T.143N.-R.36W., and T.144'N.-R.36W. 
Because the park 1 s boundaries changed during its develo?ment, 
it is necessary to define the boundaries as they existed w~ile 
loggir:g was being conducted. The park was founded in 1891 and 
originally consisted of 35 sections (figure 1). This area and 
additional tracts added in 1901 and 1903 made up the park during 
the time of logging operations. Following logging the boundaries 
were further expanded. To avoid confusion, these later acquisi-
tions are referred to as 11west 11 , 11north11 and "east annexes 11 • 
I 
I 
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OR!GHIAL PMtK 1891 
i.tt!'.:E:.ED lg{}I 
MJNEXED l~ 
PURCIUSW Ar'iEil 19iS 
"W'l?St lt!!ne:<" 
'' f..ut Anll::x" 
l';l6 "Hc;rlh ~nnex" 
Figure 1. The original boundaries of Itasca State Park and later 
additions. 
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IV. HISTORIG.L sr::-:r:-;c 
By the end of the nineteenth century, much o·f the white pine 
forests of Minnesota had been logged. Anticipating the inevitable 
depletion of these prime pinelands, the lumber companies and land 
speculators had turned to the more margin.al and scattered forests 
of Norway or red pinel/(Pinus resinosa Ait.) and white pine (Pinus 
strobus L.) in north-central ~innesota, which included Itasca 
State Park (see figure 2). It was expected that the increasing 
lumber prices, the expanding railroad lines, and the gro~ing uti-
lization of Norway pine as an inferior substitute for white pine 
would make logging of these scattered and more inaccessible are~s 
profitable (Larson, 1949). In the years following the completion 
of the General Land Survey of the park area in 1879, timber cruis-
ers began locating the choicest tracts of pine for their employers. 
The Norway and white pine stands were rarely found in concentrated 
blocks but, rather, scattered throughout aspen, birch, and hard-
wood forests or burned pine barrens. As a result, the ~and was 
purchased in non-contiguous tracts forming an intermingled land 
ownership pattern (figure 3). The establishment of Itasca State 
Park in 1891 prevented furth:?r land acquisitions within the ori-
ginal park boundaries ~lthough $ettlers and private land specula-
tors continued to homestc~d the remaining tracts in the p.:trk 
annexes. 
l/Norway pirr.. w:is the <iccepted name during this period and 
is useJ througiwi.lt this p.:tper. }1ore recently, red pine has been 
accepted by the Society of American Foresters as the correct name. 
II 
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Figure 2. Location of the major forests of Norway pine and white 
pine in Minnesota based on the General Land Survey Records 
(After Marschner, 1930). 
• 
• 
:::il!J BRA!rcU:l> LBR. CO. 
, • . RL.l n:;:~R LBR. CD. 
t;/, !'ll~E: Tn(E LCR. ca. 
\:11 OTF:~ l~l:1. ca.s; 
Figure 3. Ownership of land not in control of the park at the 
start of logging operations in 1901. 
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By 1899, lumber companies had begun closing i~ on the park 
area from the north and south (figure 4). At this time, the state 
was in possession of all federal, school, and railway company 
lands in the park (figure 5). 
Negotiations for the acquisition of the lumber company pro-
perty were being carried out with little progress. The arrival 
of the Brainerd Lumber Company during the winter of 1901-02 mark-
ed the beginning of logging in the park. Within the next 18 years, 
at least seven other lumber companies would also have set up log-
ging operations in the original park and in adjacent lands which 
would later be added to the park. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Figure 4. The location of the cut-over areas (red horizontal 
strips) and the rcm.:iininr, m.:ijor pine stands (dark green) 
in 1899, two ye;.irs before the start of logging operatio11s 
in the park (Ayres, 1899) . 
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.. . STl\TE SW~i".;;> !iE!.:Vll~n 
rn·tR~ !."'~o 
rroirn:~m4 ?.~clf!c :•w'!'. co. 
l>'"i;!.£ !'";tllS ;:, ~~;,.;)Ti\ RWY. C~. 
Figure 5. Land acquired by the park before logging operations 
began in 1901. 
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V. METIIODS USED 
Prior to this study the only published infonii.:ition available 
concerning logging in Itasca State Park was that presented by 
Dobie (1959). His popular account of the park's history generally 
describes the logging operations including those of the Brainerd 
Lumber Co~~any, the ~ed River Lumber Company, and the Pine Tree 
Lumber Company. Although it gave no legal descriptions, the book 
was helpful in providing a base from which to work and narrowed 
the search for additional sources. 
Information from numerous state and county historical society 
pampnlets and maps, interviews with "old-timers", and library 
soui:c~s was nelpi:ul in providing a general backgro~nd of the many 
aspects of lo~ging cperations in the park area during the early 
1900's. However, only sources that provide specific data docu-
menting the park's logging history are discussed here. Included 
are the record of deeds, eyewitness accounts, county tax records, 
company records, comparisons with pre-logging descriptions, and 
field checking. 
A. Recor<l Of Deeds 
The recocd of deeds furnished a legal hi;.tory of land 
ownership transactions. Included in these records were the 
parties involved, legal descriptions, dates, prices, antl 
miscellaneous items of interest. From these records both 
dil·cct .:J.nd indirect info:in.:ltion concerning the logging activ-
ity was obtained. 
First, kno\.lledgc of the land ownership allowed the group-
ing of l.:mds li:rv ing a co1i!I11on owner and therefore a similar 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
history. All lands owned by the U.S. Government and by ~~il­
road companies were acquired by the state prior to log6ing. 
Likewise, all lands owned by the same lumber company in a 
particular locality could be assumed to have been logged 
within a similar period of time and under the same logging 
policies and specifications. 
Second, the year in which a tract of land was purchased 
by timber interests from the federal government or a rail-
road company could be used as a rough approximation of the 
extent of the pine on the tract. Nearly all of the prime 
timbered areas had been purchased by the lumber companies by 
the early 1890's. Later, small tracts were homesteaded by 
settlers and private land speculators. Generally, the re-
r;iaining timber ~as infericr but occasionally a tract was ac-
quired that had been passed by or underestimated (Vandersluis, 
1963). 
Third, by following the transfers in land ownership, the 
years in which a tract of land was under the control of a 
lumber comp2.ny, and therefore could have been logged, could 
be n3.rrowed down. This was especially useful for lands which 
were acquired relatively late by the lumber companies and 
turned over to landholding companies after logging. For ex-
ample, the Brainerd Lumber Comµo.ny purchased the Cook property 
(see appendix A-30, #34) in December of 1904 and sold it tc 
the John L. Smith Land Company in April of 1906. This indi-
cates that the timber mus~ have been cut either in the winter 
of 1904-05 or 1905-06. S im:e 111rnber companies were eager to 
15 
avoid .::i.cidi:ionc..l property taxes once the land was 
logged, anc bec.::i.use the title to the land was released in 
the spring irmnedi.::i.tely after the logging season, it is like-
ly that the logging on this tract occurred during the 1905-06 
season. 
Fourth, the record of deeds was also used in determining 
whether lands acquired by the state were timbered or cut over. 
It was often possible to determine if tir:iber was included by 
comparing the price of the transactions with the average cost 
per acre of logged-over land. Tracts sold to the park at a 
cost much higher than the average cost of land could be as-
sumed to have included timber. In other cases, the year land 
was acquired was indicative of whether logging of the tract 
would have occurred. For instance, land acquired from the 
Red River Lumber Company in the east part of the park prior 
to their logging operations, which began in 1911, could be 
assumed to have included the timber. Similarly, land acquired 
by the park from the major lumber companies after the comple-
tion of all logging operations in 1919, such as the east an-
nex, would have been logged. 
Finally, the record of cieeds often includes timber deeds. 
These docunents Here used for the transferring of timber 
rights to ;:mother party, usually from a private ot-L1er to a 
lumber cor.:pany. Ti!:ibe:- <leeds did not occur frequently, but 
when present, they provided valuable data. They usually in-
dicate<l who would do the logging and specified a completion 
date fa!' opcr:itions (although extensions were possible). 
16 
Occasior.:i.lly , u~or: cor::u !.c::ion a= logging, a "Notice of Ti:n-
ber Cut" o:- ~ "Rcle;ise of Deed" would be included. ?:-ices 
quoted also provide a roug~ approximation of the amount of 
timber involved in the transaction. 
B. Evewitness Accounts 
There are three main sources providing eyewitness accounts 
of the logging activities in the park. These include reports 
and correspondence from state officials who were actively in-
valved in the welfare of the park. 
J. V. Brower, first com:nissioner of Itasca State Park, pro-
vided an informative :::-eport of the park's early years which 
was published in "I::asca State Park - an illustrated tistory" 
(Brower, 1904). In this publicatio~, Brower includes sorr.e of 
the early land acquisitions by the .:.:; '\;ell as his :i2go-
tiations with the lumber companies from 1891 to 1904. His ob-
servations document the first logging operations in the park 
during the winter of 1901-02. 
State auditor S. G. Iverson was responsible for haudling 
park matters during the first few years of logging operations. 
His correspondence with Thomas F. Fitzgerald, land and timber 
cruiser, prnvided a detailed account of the logging, includ-
ing salvage operations, in the park from 1901-03. These pa-
pers contain plat maps indicating the cut over areas. 
The State Forestry Board took over the state auditor's 
responsibilities in the park in 1907. Minutes of meetings, 
annual reports, ~nd general correspondence contain infonna-
tion regarding l.:md and timber purcha:;es as well as the 
17 
board's regulat i on of logging operations in the park. 
An attempt was made to obtain information £rum "old-
timers" who had witnessed the logging operations in the park. 
However, most of those who were actively involved in the 
logging are no longer living. The old-timers who were con-
tacted were eager to help and in a few cases provided some 
detailed inforn.ation. However, from most of the interviews 
it was only possible to determine background information and 
general iin!'ressions of the logging in the park area. It was 
concluded that after fifty to seventy-five years, it is dif-
ficult to expect persons to remer.iber specific dates, legal 
descriptions, timber volumes, or other detailed in~oruiation 
that is needed for this type of study. 
C. County Tax R~cords 
The tax records of Clearwater and Becker counties are a 
valuable source of information for determining the logging 
history of the park 1 s west annex for which there was compara-
tively little other information available. The county tax 
records are comprised of two sets of books: the tax lists 
and the assessment books. The tax lists contain a compila-
tion of all taxable land within a township and, for each for-
ty, contain assessment values upon which property taxes were 
based. Forties were reassessed in even-numbered years. Also 
included in the tax lists were the individuals or companies 
responsible for payment of the taxes. The assessment book 
is supplementary to the tax lists and lists all taxable per-
sonal property of landowner~ within a tc'Wllship. This also 
I 
I -
I 
I 
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includes the value of any structural improvements that were 
included in the total value assessed to the land in the tax 
lists. 
1. Ownershin 
The tax lists provide a quick means of obtaining the 
land ownership of an entire township for any year as op-
posed to the long and tedious process required in going 
through the record of deeds. Also, it was found that 
lumber companies often paid the property taxes on land 
for which they held the timber rights. This was helpful 
since it identified which lllillber company logged lands un-
der private ownership. 
2. Year Logged 
More importantly, the tax records were found to be 
helpful in determining when a tract of land ~.las cut over. 
This was possible since the assessed value att=ibuted to 
each forty included the value of the merchantable timber 
on it. As a result, once the land was assessed as cut 
over, a significant drop in the total value would be ex-
pected. Since the value of the timber and the land fluc-
tua~ed greatly from year to year, it is often difficult 
to distinguish ~ drop that can be at~ributed to logging. 
However, by subtracting the v:iiue of the land from the 
total assessed value, the remainder would be the assessed 
tinber value. Once the timber value of a tract fell to 
zero, it could be a$sume<l to have been logged of the 
specie$ considered ml!rch.:;,nt;-.!J l e .:i r: ::he time. 
I 
I 
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In figure 6, the timber value of the Pillsbury land 
fell to zero in 1904. Since the total as~essed value is 
determined on ~1ay 1 of even-numbered years, the land 
would have been logged either the winter of 1902-03 or 
1903-04. Similarly, the Walker and Akeley tract would 
have been cut from 1906 to 1908 and the Pine Tree Manu-
facturing Company land from 1916 to 1918. These years 
correspond to the period that the various lumber compa-
nies were reported to have been in the area (Dobie, 1959). 
By calculating the timber values for each forty, the 
years in which a tract of land was cut over can be nar-
rowed down to two logging seasons. 
Although this procedure is informative for much of 
the area, there are several complications that limit its 
utility. As illustrated in figure 6, increaies in the 
timber value can occur after the land was cut over. Al-
though these increases are generally of little signifi-
cance, at times they could affect the interpretation of 
the tax record data of lands which had a low timber value. 
These sporadic increases indicate that more than just 
timber was included in '.:he calculated tmbcr value. Exam-
inations of the asses5ment book reveal that some of thase 
increases are due to assessments against struct:.iral i::n-
provements such as cabins and farms. Other increases 
could li e d u ~ tc- assessments against road improvements and 
other unknown Js se ssment :> for ·...ihich no information w;is 
found. 
20 
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A more serious problem discovered while working with 
tax assessments was that the a~curacy of these records 
often depended on the record-keeping ability of the tax 
officials. Comparisons with more reliable sources indi-
cate that the records were most accurate in the early 
1900's while later years contain several errors. The un-
reliability of the tax officials is supported by sever2l 
letters from the Pine Tree Manuf~cturing Company criti-
cizing the counties' record keeping. These letters stat-
ed that they had "considerable trouble getting the offi-
cials of Clearwater County to change assessments from 
timber lands to cut over lands". A similar letter indi-
cated that: the Pine Tree Lumber Company was "having a 
hard time gettif!g counties to change the taxes" and added 
that they thought "there should be so:ne method in the ad-
justment for assessments in odd years when timber is cut 
over before Hay 1st in that year". This last statement 
emphasizes the importance lumber companies placed on get-
ting the lands reassessed as cut over as soon as possible 
to reduce payment of taxes, and indicates that the dis-
crepancies in the tax records were more likely due to 
the tax officials than the logging companies. 
Overall, the information provided by the tax records 
is very helpful, although the results should be used with 
caution. Whenever possible a more accurate source of in-
form~tion ~as used as the final authority. 
The use f ulness of the tax records is confined to the 
I 
I 
I 
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park's west annex for t'W'o reasons. First, the timber 
value is of little use in the original park since the 
state purchased land immediately after it was cut over. 
With the land taken off the tax list, there is no indi-
cation of whether the timber had been logged or purchas-
ed. Secondly, the tax records for Hubbard County, which 
could have supplied infor.:iation on the east annex of the 
park, were destroyed (Dobie, 1959). 
3. T:.mber Estixite 
It was hoped that the assessed timber value could be 
used as an i~dication of the amount of timber cut. How-
ever, ccrnp.:iriso~s of these values with actual timber es-
timates showed very little correlation between the t'W'o. 
It is not known what criteria were used in the assess-
ment of the timber value. Lumber companies were careful 
not to disclose their estimates except for occasional 
complaints to tax officials regarding timber overestimates. 
4. Additi0~2l Information 
Depending on the discretion of the individual tax of-
ficial for any given year, additional information could 
be furnished in the tax lists. Included in these records 
is a column indicating whether a lot was "timbered", 
"cultivated", "wild", "stoney", "hilly", and/or "level". 
When these descriptions were present they could be used 
to indicate when a tract was logged. In certain years, 
the t.:ix offici:il.s also made notations in the margins to 
in<lic.:itc a ~ract was recently cut over or added descrip-
23 
tions such as "heavily timbered" or "not much timber". 
However, these added bits of information are infrequent 
~ . and generally available only in the early 1900's. 
I 
I _  
I 
I 
D. Comuanv Records 
The Immigration Land Company records contain much detail-
ed information providing insight into the Pine Tree Lumber 
Company's logging operatior. in the park area. These papers 
include the Pine Tree Lumber Company officials' correspon-
dence with the _logging-camp supervisors, tax officials, com-
pany attorneys, and park officials. Occasional references 
are made to cut over areas, volume cut, acquisition of tim-
ber rights, tinbc~ estimates, and timber and land purchases 
by the state as well as company policies regarding cutting 
specifications anu slash disposal. 
Unfortunately, the Red River Lumber Company records were 
destroyed (Dobie, 1959), and records of other lumber compa-
nies operating in the park could not be located in a11y of the 
county or state historical societies. 
E. Comoarisons With Pre-Logging Descriptions 
There were several tracts of land for which little or no 
information was found to indicate whether or not they had 
been cut over. This was particularly true for land under pri-
vate owner$hip that was not known to be associated with a lum-
ber comp.:iny. The Red River Lumber Company operations on the 
east side of the park .:ire also difficult to reconstruct since 
there .:ire no tax or company records to indicate the occur-
rcnce of lof.:;:;ing .:rnd very little info~tion is avaiL1ble re-
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garding timber purchases by the state. 
To determine if logging had occurred in these problem 
areas, comparisons were made between descriptions of the for-
est type prior to logging activity and present vegetation 
types. The elimination or reduction of Norway and white pine 
stands was the criterion used for determining whether or not 
logging had occurred. Pre-logging observations are necessary 
since the current absence of pines is not necessarily an in-
dication of logging. Large portions of the pr~-logging land-
scape contained burned "barrens", brush, or stands of aspen, 
birch, or northern harcwoods. Likewise, the presence of a 
pine stand does not necessarily imply that an area was not 
cut over since the current trees may have been below the 
minimum cutting clic;.h1eter at the time of logging, fifty to 
seventy-five years ago. Also, trees may have been passed 
over because of defects from fire scars or limbiness. 
Pre-logging descriptions are prilllarily obtained from two 
sources. Brewer's timber survey, completed in 1900, provides 
a detailed estimate of all merchantable Norway and white pine 
in the original park and occasionally includes the condition 
and location of these pine stands. For the areas not includ-
ed in Brewer's survey, a more general description is avail-
able from the records of the General Land Survey conducted 
beo•een 1875 and 1879. This survey laid out section lines 
and gave a description of the forest type as well as a list-
ing of witness trees at the section and quarter section cor-
ners and .:iround mc:m<lcrcd lakes. A vcge tat ion map based on 
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the survey descriptions has been prepared by Frissel (1971). 
Vegetation maps of the park compiled by Meyer and Rommel 
(1953) and by Meyer (1966) as well as aerial photos taken 
in 1939, 1949, and 1966 were used to evaluate whether or not 
a reduction in the pre-logging Pine stands due to logging 
had occurred. When pre-logging locations of the pine stands 
were available, determining which tracts had been logged was 
rel<lt::..·.rely easy (figure 7). When only volume estimates of 
the timber were available, the lac~c of pine on a forty was 
sufficient evidence to indicate that logging had occurred • 
However, in several tracts in which the pine was very scat-
tered or confined to stands of only a f~N acres, it was dif-
ficult to determine if logging had occurred. Without field 
checking it was not known if the pine present was sufficient 
to account for the amount of timber esti.I!lated in 1900, or if 
the tract had been cut over and the remaining pine was unmer-
chantable, due to size or defects, fifty-five to seventy-five 
years ago. The problems in correlating board-foot estimates 
with aerial coverage of a stand as represented on a i;egeta-
tion map is illustrated in figure 8. The gr.'.lph 5hows the 
wide range in the number of trees per acre which could make 
up 250 M feet l/of timber, depending on the tree diameter. 
Thus, 250 !1 feet could be represented by a few large diameter-
ed trees confined to a small area or numerous trees of smaller 
di.'.lmeters covering the ..,hole forty. This problem is further 
_l/,.M feet" indic.'.ltcs thous<J.nd board feet:. 
I' 
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Figure 7. A comparison of pre-logging forest descriptions with 
the present forest cover in section 14 143-36. a) Location 
of pine stands based on Brewer's (1900) timber survey. 
b) Shaded areas indicate land which was under the ownership 
of lumber companies. Diagonal striping indicates the area 
cut over as determined by comparisons with c), the present 
location of the pine stands (After Meyer, 1966) . 
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complicated since factors other than logging, such as wind-
throw, fire, disease, senescence, and salvage logging may 
have resulted in the elimination or reduction in acreage of 
some of the stands. 
In areas where neither timber estimates nor location of 
pine stands was available, such as the west annex, evidence 
of logging could often be detected by noting abrupt changes 
in the vegetation type along the north-south and east-west 
boundary lines of a forty. 
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Despite the problems encountered in comparing pre- and 
post-logging forests, this method was useful for determining 
whether or not logging had occurred in many of the problem 
areas. In addition, this procedure was used to verify data 
previously obtained for. other areas of the park. 
F. Field Checking 
Field checking for evidence of logging activity, such as 
cut stun:ps and road cuts, was of limited value in this study. 
Time lir:ri.tations prevented extensive observations, although 
scattered spot checks were carried out on certain problem 
areas. Results from these areas were often inconclusive. 
Since salvage logging has occurred throughout the park since 
1901, it is not possible to deter.nine whether cut stumps are 
the result of early log~ing or of later salvage operations. 
Ground observations were most useful in areas which, because 
of tax re~ord~ or General Land Survey d~scriptions, were 
thought to ori;;inally have had little, if any, pine. These 
were usually tr.; cts undc:- private ownership which were lo-
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cated in swo.mpy areas. The occurrence of cut stumps on these 
lands was used as evidence that they had been cut over. 
The scarcity or abundance of cut stumps on a forty could 
be used as an indication of the original pine forests and thus, 
an indication of the degree of logging. This has been of value 
in some portions of the west annex where pre-logging timber 
estiI:::.ates are not available. Time limitations prevented more 
than a general surveillance of much of these areas . 
The locations of logging roads and camps were noted al-
though no thorough attempt has been made to map them . 
• 
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VI. RESULTS 
From the various sources discussed, a comprehensive picture 
of the logging operations in Itasca State Park can be derived. 
The results for each lot and forty are listed in Appendix A. 
Table AI indicates which tracts were logged, the year or years 
logging occurred, and timber estimates when available. Cutting 
specifications and information on slash disposal can be determined 
from the lumber company that did the logging. The logging opera-
tions of the individual lumber companies are summarized in Appendix B. 
The sources used to obtain the results are subject to error 
and occasionally conflict. As a result, errors and omissions have 
undoubtedly been made. To minimize this problem, the sources from 
which the data w~re obtained are rl'.!fcrcnccd in the 3.pfer..di~:. This 
makes possible future corrections as new or more accurate informa-
tion is obtained. Infor:nation in Table AI that is enclosed in 
parentheses indicates results which are not based on any one spe-
cific source but are thought to be reasonable assumptions. A sum-
mary of the results is found in the following discussion. 
A. Areas Logged 
Infor::'.ation vas available to make a determination as to 
whether or not co;:;::iercial logging had occurred in each of the 
park's 763 lots and forties. A forty is defined as logged 
if, from evidence available, it appears that all merchantable 
timber was removed. Areas ;vhich were partially or selective-
l y l o8g cd ~re also noted. 
T~e c:-:: t: cnt of :.:he l oggir : ~ is sho· . .m in figure 9 and sum-
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:igure 9 . Area l ogged in Itasca State Park during the major log-
ging operat i ons f rom 1901 to 1919. 
I -
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TABLE I. 
Summary of Acreage Logged in Itasca State Park 
During the Major Loggin~ Ooerations I: From 1901 to 1919. 
Acres Total Acreage 
Total Acres Partially Affected 
Acrea~e Cut Over Cut Ove:.· BvLogging I : 
Original Park 19,904 2,449 (12%) 1,536 (87.) 3,985 (20%) 
1901 and 1903 
Additions 393 0 (0%) 0 (07..) 0 (O~~) 
West Annex 8,478 7,884 (93%) 0 (07.) 7,884 (93~~) 
North Annex 360 360 (1007.) . 0 (07.) 360 CJJOI:) 
East Annex 880 880 (100%) 0 (0%) 880 (100~~) 
Total 30,015 11,573 (39%) 1,536 (57.) 13' 109 (44%) 
The acr2ag~ figures are a rough approximation vf the ac-
· _ _l. tual area cut since they arc based on the General Land Survey 
of 1878. The acreage given also includes lakes and ponds 
1• 
.- ~-
that were not meandered, thereby giving a larger estimate of 
the area logged. The plat raap (figure 9) indic~ting which 
forties were cut over is also based on the General Land Sur-
vey and would have been used by the lumber companies in lo-
eating which tracts to cut. Because 0f the problem in deter-
mining the location of the legal boundaries established in 
the original survey, it is difficult to precisely transfer 
the cut-over lots and forties to a topographic map. 
B. Yc::ir Cut 
Dcteroining the year logging had occurred on each of the 
forties was r:luc!1 more difficult. Although much of the iog-
-I 
I 
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ging can be pinned down to a single winter, often it was only 
possible to give a range of t~o or three years. In a few in-
stances, the possible years of logging could not be determined. 
C. Amount Cut 
Timber estimates were given for many of the cut-over for-
ties. However, the amount of timber logged was often grouped 
by sections or yearly totals, and this information is dis-
closed later under the logging seasons of the major lumber 
companies. Since the ti::nber esti.."1.ates came from various 
sources and were made in different years, they are not readi-
ly comparable. Growth, fires, windstorr:is, and other factors 
could have significantly affected the estimates within a few 
years. Even estimates made during the same period would vary 
with the ti::iber cruiser's criteria of merchantable timber. 
The tree species and minimum log diameter cut varied from 
company to company as well as the assessment of soundness, 
taper, limbiness, fire scars, and dead and down timber. Dif-
ferent scales may also have been used, although the Scribner 
scale was standard (Green , 1901). As would be expected, the 
state's estimates were usually much lower than those of the 
lumber companies from whom they desired to purchase timber. 
Overall, it appears that the timber estimates should be used 
only as a rough approximation. For purposes of this study, 
the estimates were primarily of interest in distinguishing 
between areas which were severely affected by logging and 
those from "1hich only a relatively s~ll amount of timber was 
logged. For co~p~ri=on purpo~cs, timber estimates are in-
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eluded for forties which were not logged. 
Because of insufficient data, it is not possible to deter-
mine the total board-foot volume of logs taken from the park. 
However, from Brewer's timber survey (1900), I calculated 
that 12 million board feet, or 29% of the total Norway and 
white pine, were logged from the "origin.al park". The 12 
million board-foot estimate probably greatly underesti!llates 
the actual cut. 
D. Cutting Soeci fications 
During the twenty years of logging in the park, there was 
a rapid change in the cutting specifications, with the trend 
being towards the greater utilization of inferior species and 
a reduction in the standards of size and quality of the logs. 
These cutting specifi~ation5 also var~ed with the lumber com-
,. panies. Detailed information on some of the lumber companies 
is given in appendix B. 
Only Norway and white pine were reportedly cut during the 
early years of logging in the park area. Soon after, spruce 
I~ (probably white spruce Picea glauca (!1oench) Voss.), jack 
I~ pine (Pinus bapJcsiana Lamb.), and tamarack (Larix laricina (Du Roi) K. Koch.) were also included. Balsam fir (Abies ~al-
samea (L.) Hill.) and white cedar (T:-iu ia occidentali:> L. ) '-'·<!re 
occasionally scaled and rn.'.lY have been logged to a very li;'2itf!d 
extent . ~lorway and white pine comprised the bulk of the tim.-
bcr cut and ranged from 85% to 100% o f the annual board-foot 
volui:;ie. The ratio of ~forway to ·..,hite pine in board feet 
averaged :h ree to one (Ir..-ni t;'!.·at i.o n Land Comrany , 1910- 1919) . 
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Hardwoods were of no commercial value, but some were cut for 
camp use. l/ 
In 1900, many of the companies used a minimum log dia-
meter of eight inches, measured inside the bark at the small 
end of the first twelve-foot log. Soon after the minimum 
diameter was reduced to six inches. A six-inch mini.mum was 
generally regarded as equivalent to a tree with an eight-
inch diameter at breast height . 
The standards for quality were also lowered durir.g this 
period. Reports indicate that only the best Norway and white 
pine were cut at the turn of the century. In later years, 
with rising timber prices, it became more profitable to log 
the more fire-, insect-, and disease-damaged timber and the 
soundness requirements were lowered to per::iit twenty-five 
percent defect. Standards to~ards li.:nbiness may also have 
been changed al though no infonuation was found regarding this. 
Although the lumber companies had set policies toward the 
cutting specifications, other factors may have modified what 
was actually cut. In areas where pine was thinly scattered 
over a large area and where logs had to be hauled long dis-
tances, eco~omic con~iderations may have resulted in only the 
best timber b~ing cut. Also, since the hauling depended on 
the conditions of the iced roads, an early thaw could put a 
.!./In the :.::.:riv 1960 1 ::; a limited ar.1ount of salvage logging 
from the bot~n~ oi Long Lake wa::; done by scuba divers. The logs 
were cost:l; ~ ~~. probably cut for camp use as slcdrunners. The 
high ciensity cJ:ll<. logs •..;ere considered "sinkers 11 in t:he log ponds 
( ;:ie::-sonal cc·t:7<iuni. c.::.tion , Ii. L. llan!;cn) . 
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sudden halt to all logging operations for the year. In areas 
of scattered pine, this would probably make it unprofitable 
to go back another year to cut the remaining timber. 
E. Slash Disoosal 
The policies toward slash disposal in the park varied 
over the years. Prior to 1909, the burning of slash, if car-
ried out at all, was done in the late spring or early summer. 
However, the nearly state~ide destruction of green ti.~ber and 
forest reproduction, or the accumulation of fuel for later 
disastrous forest fires, prompted action by the legislature. 
In the spring ~f 1909, a law went into effect requiring all 
lumber companies to pile anci burn their slash by ~!ay 1 and 
that "care ... shall be exerci::ed to prevent injury to re-
maining standir.g ::::.::b:?r or ~·10ods" (Forest!"y Cotl!missioner, 
1909). Ey 1913, further legislation specified procedures for 
disposing of the various forest types throughout the state 
(State Forestry Board, 1913). 
In the logging of pine forests, it was required that 
slash be piled and burned as cutting progressed in winter. 
Exceptions to this were allowed in areas where the pine was 
widely scattered or where the land was completely surrounded 
by swamps. 
Initially, laws were not always strictly followed. How-
ever, the State Forestry Board usually kept a close watch on 
the logging operations in t~c park and <lid the burning them-
selves when the lumber l'.O:m:J;.l:-tic::; f .:-.ilcd to do so. 
Sl.:ish <li spos.11 ;rnlicies u f ~: 1~ ::ia jor lumber companies 
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operating in the park are discussed in appendix B. 
F. Road Construction 
Logging operations resulted in a net:York of logging roads 
throughout much of the park. The logging roads followed the 
lowlands and drainage ways and usually made use of frozen 
marshes, SW'amps, bogs, and small lakes. Evidence of these 
roads can be seen on aerial photos and in the field. 
Logging roads were allowed to cross state-owned land to 
reach Lake Itasca. During the first ~..;o years of logging 
Brewer (1904) reported that: 
Lu!:!.bering and logging roads have recently been indiscrim-
inately slashed through and across park lands, disfigur-
ing their beauty, and opening the way to all the dangers 
of forest conflagrations against many magnificent ever-
green groves and prcmiscuous forest which •..;ere r.umbered 
among the valuable park holdings the state possessed. 
As a result of this activity, legislation in April of 1903 
required lumber companies to obtain licenses to haul their 
logs across state land and to land them in Lake Itasca 
(Brower, 1904). Park officials tried to limit road construe-
tion cutting to tamarack, small or overmature pines or hard-
woods. 
G. Flooding 
A logging dam was constructed at the outlet of Lake 
Itasca in 1902 (Brower, 1904; Dobie, 1959). It was used to 
raise the water level for driving logs down the Mississippi 
River. At least eight drives ori ginated in Lake Itasca be-
ginnin; with t he spr ing of 1902 (A nderson, 1937) . An agree-
mcnt i n September of 1903 s t ip ulated t hat the lake l eve l was 
never to be r:ii scd "to a ;io int ·,.; he r e che ·..,iat er wi) 1 <lo damage 
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to the park property". It also required the driving of the 
logs "at a date not later th<ln fifteen days from and after 
the melting and passing out of ice from Itasca Lake" (Brower, 
1904). This agreement, however, was not always carried out 
as illustrated in the following quote from a letter written 
by Bro~er on April 20, 1904: 
The water in Lake Itasca is now about three feet above 
non:ial stage, one foot higher than last spring at the 
time they commenced driving logs out of the lake, and 
the water is still rising. All swam;is west of the lake 
are from ~~elve to eighteen inches under water. 
A few weeks later Brower also comcented that: 
... damage by backwater floods over the entire area of 
Itasca and Elk Lakes is sl~wly and surely creating an 
extreme shore-line destruction of park t:::ees, evergreens 
and forest ... 
The sluicing of ten mi!. lion feet of logs required tl":.e re-
flooding of the lake several times, with each reflooding 
creating additional damage to the park. Brower reported that 
a great amount of time and money would be required to "plant 
and raise another shore-line abundance of trees along Itasca 
Lake to take the place of those killed by flooding in 1903, 
and obliterated by the same process in 1904" (Brower, 1904). 
There are few accounts of the remaining log drives. Be-
tween 1916 and 1919, the Pine Tree Lumber Company conducted 
four dr ives on the Mississippi River. It had agreed t o raise 
the lake l evel by no more than two feet. The final l og drive 
was conducted i n 1921 . 
---• 
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I VII. Sfil!XARY 
I , The early logging oper3tions of Itasca State Park represent 
I one of the most significant disturbances that has influenced the character of the park's forest. The purpose of this study was to 
I describe and quantify the log6ing disturbance in order to provide 
a background for ecological studies in the park. A reconstruction 
I 0f the park's logging history was obtained by examining records of 
I cecus, eyewitness accounts, county tax records, company records, pre-logging descriptions, and evidence of logging present in the 
I field. These sources provided detailed information concerning the 
eighteen years of logging in the park, frc~ 1901 to 1919, in which 
I at least eight lumber companies were involved in the cutting or 
I 
partial cutting of forty-four p~rcent (13,109 acres) of the park 
area. Specifically, from the information available it was possible 
I to determine which of the 763 lots and forties had been logged. 
For most of the tracts the occurrence of logging could be :-i.arrowed 
I down to one to three winters. Cutting specifications were obtain-
I 
ed for the major lumber companies. These varied as to species cut 
as well as the minimum log diameter. An estimate of the amount of 
I board feet cut was obtained for many of the tracts. Also, the 
various methods of sl.:1sh disposal and the time of year in which 
.I they were carried out nra included . 
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Exu lnn:ition of Sumry of Logging Information 
Acres - Based on the plat map made from the General Land Survey 
in 1878. 
Owner - Indicates company or individual(s) who ovned the tract 
when logging would have occurred. 
Major Timber 
Owners Private Owners Other 
B&ii Bonness & Howe AS A. Stephens GNRC Great Northern 
Rwy. Co. 
B&S Beebe & Stone BW B. Webster 
LFDR Little Falls [~ 
CFR c. F. Ruggles EH E. Hogenson Dakota Rwy. Co. 
CLS c. L. Smith EW E. Wahl NPRC Northern Pacific 
Rwy. Co. 
JSP J. s. Pillsbury FC F. Carson 
PR Park Region 
PRLC Park Rapids FH F. Hall 
Lbr. Co. SL School Land 
GB G. Breitbach 
PTI1C Pine Tree SSS Stn.te Swamo 
Lbr. Co. GC G. Cook Selection 
RRLC Red River GH G. Heinzelman us United States 
Lbr. Co. 
HS H. Stephens 
sec Shevlin -
Carpenter Co. IL I. Long 
TBW T. B. Walker JK J. Korth 
W&A Walker & Akeley K Kirsch 
WJW W. J. Walker LC L. Cummings 
~1H M. Heinzelman 
}N }1. Hagnussen 
NJ N. Johnson 
NR N. Rust 
s Shu t te 
'";_';.J T. 'J llg!l1.'.ln 
~ . .n·! ,, ~-\c !~ulle n 
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A-3 
Cut - x - Indicates cut over 
xp - Indicates partially cut over 
Indicates not commercially logged 
Logged Bv - Indicates the lumber company that did the logging, or 
in cases where it is not knmvn, the . individual who ob-
tained the timber rights. 
Year(s) 
Source -
Timber 
Estimates 
Owner Of 
Lumber Comoanv Timber Deeds 
BLC Brainerd Lbr. Co. JR J. Richards 
CLC Crookston Lbr. Co. LZS L. Z. Smith 
FB&C F. W. Bonness & Co. TS T. Shevlin 
GFLC Grand Forks Lbr. Co. 
HALC H. C. Akeley Lbr. Co. 
NCLC Nichols & Chisholm Lbr. Co. 
PTLC Pine Tree Lbr. Co. 
RRLC Red River Lbr. Co. 
Indicates the winter or range of winters in which log-
ging would have occurred. 
Indicates the source which was the basis for determin-
ing whether a tract was cut, and if so, the year log-
ging would have occurred. The sources are listed be-
ginning on page A-22 . 
Given in thousands of board feet. 
NP - Norway or red pine 
WP - White pine 
JP - Jack pine 
SP - Spr.ttcc (prob.:i.bly white spruce) 
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A-4 
Timber 
Estimates (continued) 
Note: In certain cases, the timber estimates were 
grouped together. The symbols * and # are used 
to indicate tracts that are included together 
in the grouped timber estimates. 
C - Indicates the cruiser(s) Yho estimated the timber. 
Species Included 
Cruiser Year In Ti.!nber Survev Emo lover 
B Brower & Finney 1900 NP, WP State 
D Division of Fores tr7 1920 IS XP, WP, JP State 
F T. Fitzgerald 1901-02 N?, WP, JP State 
J L. F. Johnson 1913 NP, •,.rp , JP, SP PTLC 
K Keegan & Walker 1900 NP, r,.rp , D & D l/ RRLC 
p Peterson 1913 NP, WP, JP, SP, TI-1 State 
s State ::orest:-y Board NP, WP, JP Stat~ 
T Tierney 1916 NP, WP, JP' SP, 111 State · 
w PTLC 1910-18 NP, WP, JP, SP, ™ PTLC 
l/Indicates dead and down timber. 
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i.; 4 
s~ /:7.1 
s-.:~ 
S..:C'ti..on 
vlJ 
:i 3 
SE/SC: 
Section 4 
:1 
if3 
SE/!!E 
~2 
#4 
il5 
SVh'IJ 
SEt 
Section 5 
~/::E 
sr:/ ::r: 
93 
f4 
51" / t.\/ 
SE/::.l 
:n:1 s:1 
~1 1 / ~"'.l 
~; 5 
Sf./ $\J 
.:.o.:5 
40.75 
ao.uu 
41 . :!5 
3S.'.:5 
30.vJ 
160 . ·.>0 
160.00 
35.75 
;9. :;s 
13. iO 
:.s. t5 
18.~0 
5.00 
Zl. 30 
)6.~5 
)9.00 
~5.:5 
us 
us 
us 
us 
t,; 5 
uS 
us 
:;r:lC 
?T::c 
:rrr.c 
~::':tt: 
::"~C 
:r?~C 
:IT'!tC 
~c 
34. 90 ::me 
5. 50 ~:PRC 
29.00 ~!C 
40.00 
.JS 
44.0S 
40.00 
.:.2. so 
)8. 75 
)8.25 
80.00 
160.00 
160.00 
)8.45 
)9 .J!i 
.:.o.0·J 
~0 .00 
40. 25 
'·l. : 5 
:.0 .00 
.:.o.oo 
.:.o.oo 
.:.0 . 00 
~3. :o 
~0.00 
.:.o.co 
:!!'RC 
us 
us 
us 
us 
us 
us 
us 
us 
us 
t:n 
r-.:lC 
I"\~!C 
( r. 
~·c 
' i"'!.:·!C 
rr. :c 
f~·!C 
l''r. !C 
r:~~c 
:~ 
:< 
:< 
:< 
PTT.C 
PTLC 
?t"!.C 
?TLC 
l'Tl.C 
rnc 
"1'LC 
:-;_:.c 
191J-l4 
l913· l4 
191J-l4 
1913-1.'. 
1913- !4 
19 13-l ~ 
l913 - \.:. 
19 1 ) · l~ 
l 9 l1-l ~ 
l'il)-i4 
:·; i.1 - 1.:. 
3 
3 
3 
3 
) 
) 
) 
) 
4 
4 
44,.+5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
45 
4 
4 
45 
4 
) 
) 
3 
) 
3 
) 
3 
3 
3 
51,tx 
:.7,51,~x 
51. :x 
~L, :x 
47.51,:x 
51, tx 
~l r ::.x 
51, tx 
51 ':.x 
51, tx 
s l , '" 
51 ,a 
51. :x 
100* 
* 
* 
* 
.. 
.. 
* 
00* 
25 
15 
70 
98 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
25 
60 
30 
12 
.. 
* 
* 
150* 
* 
* 
* 
.. 
* 
* 
• 
* 
o• 
.. 
.. 
* 
* 
-;,,.-
0.:. 
0 
10 
LO 
w 
., 
, 
* 
* 
0 
0 
0 
0 
* 
.. 
.. 
O* 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
* 
.. 
.. 
:2 
A-10 
100• a 
* 
* 
* 
.. 
* 
~J J 
23 3 
25 J 
110 il 
i.78 ? 
.. 
<· 
2s a 
oS P 
.. 
* 
JO B 
12 ? 
* 
150• il 
* 
.. 
* 
.. 
* 
• 
* 
.. 
A-11 
1.F.C.H. U'.C':C!J TI!m1;:~~-r::~·.-rr.s r:t rt~ 
nr.sr.:u l · r1.j~; 1.cr;.1:;, r ~;!ID. S:'! __:;s_ Yf~\R(Sl ~ :'IP ~ .J! .. :i.!: ~l ~:.r.~ 
nlP 142-J6 
Section 6 
#1 41.40 ' !:!! x m..c 1914-15 53 150 0 150 II #2 41.00 !"r.:c :< ?rLC 1914-t5 ex 
SW/~lf. 40.00 IT.:C x m..c 1914-15 ex 
SE/NE 40.00 lT.!C x ?TLC 1914-l5 tx 
#3 40.00 lT1C x ?TLC 1914-15 tx 
14 40.50 (US) ( --- ) ap 
#5 1.0 .zs (~CJ(---) 7J,.lp 
SE/ )~.; 40.00 JS? :< !;LC 1904-06 ex 
lrF./';W !.0.00 JSP :< 8LC 1904-06 ex 
96 40.19 (US) ( --- ) 
.... 
#7 40.16 JS? x au: 1904-06 tx 
SE/SW 40.00 .!S? :~ 3LC 1904-06 tx 
NE/SE ~0 .00 ~c :< ?I'!.C 191J-l5 ex )..\//SE. 40. 0~ ~c '( rn.c 191J-l5 tx 
s.;/SE 4J. GO ?.r:~c x me 191J-15 tx 
#8 ~9. 41) r.::-:c :< m.c 1913 -15 tx 
'!".:? 14J-J6 
S ~c:tion 
Fl 40.00 ·.:u 49 95 l CO 195 3 
100 15 115 I' 
#Z 40.00 \!M. 49 20 225 245 8 
4 · 50 55 I' 
S\l /!1£ 40.00 'JM 49 60 100 160 a 
118 80 198 I' 
SE/NE 40.00 \1£.A 49 90 JO 120 3 
25 95 120 I' 
#3 40.00 OS 3 O* JOO* JOO* B· 
f4 40 . 00 us 3 * * * s li/!lll ao.oo us J * * 
* 
SWt 160.00 us JO 0 30 B 
SEt 160.00 us 3 JO 20 50 B 
Section 2 
#1 40.15 \lM 8 150* 100* 250* B 
#2 36. J O \lM 8 ... ... • 
J.JO ~IR 16 
#5 21. 75 OS 3 50I Of 50# 3 
SE/NE 40.00 '•'M 8 ... • * 
#J 4J.50 i.J S 3 ~ f # 
#4 55.65 us 3 # # # 
#7 2?.60 us 3 # t # 
~J/SW 40,CO us 3 t I # 
~R Jl. GO us J , i # 
#6 42. liO <iM 8 ... • • 49 42 . 6S rs J # 9 # 
Sect :on 
#1 41. 17 t;S J JOO* 100• 400* 8 
n 41. 12 us J 
* • 
.. 
s ~/!'IE £0.00 ~s J 
* * 
n 1.1. () 7 ;,;s J 
* 
.. • 
: '• .'.. l. oz :;s J * * .. s• ~:w iO . GO :JS ) • * 
:;-..; ~ t 60 .'JO 
--· * 
.. 
l.!:(:,·.t lflr.Gi:'l 
.\i:< : J~ r.: ~m:r. g::: 1;y Y.f.·"r.r:!l 
s~cti..in J (concinu~u) 
NF.IS 
W~/f; 
SE/S 
40.00 Ul.'R 
RO.GO t;S 
40.00 LFD!l 
;It 41. co us 
;:z 41.CO ;:;p 
s\;::c: eo.oo t:s 
~J 41. CO JS? 
~4 !,l. 00 JS!' 
SW/:~-/ 40.00 JSi' 
SE/:,-; ~a.on ;:;;> 
~£/!>.l 40. 00 JS? 
:~.J/S\i !.D.00 JSP x 
S~/SI< 40.GO CS 
sci: 
Section 5 
:t 
!:'2 
76 
SE/NZ 
#8 
:1E/SE 
t-7 
SIJ/SE 
SE/SE 
Section 6 
H 
#2 
SI,/ /!rE 
SE/NE 
13 
t4 
#5 
SE/l.'W 
160.00 us 
40. 90 
40. 70 
42.05 
40.00 
J6.SO 
40.05 
J0.95 
28.25 
40.00 
41. i5 
40.00 
40.00 
40.17 
4f). t2 
40,00 
40.00 
40.07 
37 .18 
J7 .12 
40.00 
<T.·!C X 
!.T!C :< 
~c x 
JSP :< 
?T:'.C x 
~c x 
l"I:".C x: 
!TiC X 
?n1C X 
~:c x: 
l.'n!C :< 
LC (X) 
LC (X) 
l!JU.C X: 
ll&A x 
LC (X) 
LC (X) 
~I :< 
:111 x 
lrf./S.l 40.00 ~I :< 
x: IJ6 J7 .07 :-111 
f7 J7.02 DI 
SE/S\./ 40.00 Ell 
#8 
t.'IJ/SE 
S\//SI:: 
~9 
S 1: c ticn 
~5 
·.:, / ~ . £ 
~u :a: 
J5 . 75 ~M X 
4(.),00 R,.;.r. :\ 
40. OC f.RLC :< 
Jt. SO !IJ :< 
J7. 85 
~ ·J. I),) 
t.ll.00 
PT.·!C 
71~C 
:: n r.l ~0. 00 :~ :c 
; ~ ; :. o . ~; o 1 i-: :~ 
5 
J 
5 
~tc 190J-c:. 29,cx 
J 
~LC t 90J-·1.'.. 29. tx 
BLC t90~-03 l5,:9 
eLC t'l02-0J 25,29 
iLc t9C~-OJ :5,:1,•x 
0. l903-04 
BLC 1 ~ 02-0J 25,Z9,tT. 
& 1903-0 4 
3LC t302-0J 
!'TI..C 
?TLC 
rr...:: 
BLC 
rTLC 
PT'..C 
m.c 
PTLC 
PTLC 
PTI.C 
PTLC 
P1"LC 
lUU.C 
R.RLC 
RRJ,C 
RRlC 
R':LC 
PTI.C 
!'TLC 
?1"1.C 
!'TLC 
i''fl.C 
M1.C 
.-n.c 
f'T l.C 
191~-17 
1915-17 
:915-l7 
1902-04 
(1902-0J) 
1915-17 
1915-17 
1915-!7 
1915-17 
1915-17 
1915-17 
1915-l7 
1915-!7 
1905-07 
1905-07 
t908-lJ 
1908-13 
1908-13 
1908-lJ 
l9:.J5-07 
!905-07 
t~05-07 
l9t6-l7 
19i~ · 1 7 
tH5 - l 7 
l915-l 7 
I 9 t '.i-17 
l'Jl5-1 7 
: 'Jl S ·I 7 
I 9 .:.. - l 7 
25,29 
J,23 
3 
61 
El 
61 
t'X 
61 
61 
61 
et 
61 
61 
61 
61 
fc 
fc 
35 
35 
fc 
fc 
39 
J9 
39 
J9 
72 
72 
35 
JS 
JS 
62 
64 
64 
64 
64 
54 
64 
64 
A-12 
Lr~:nr:t r::.T1:~:.rr" r ~r ft. J 
~!P ~ E S.i 't:! 12!:1!: f 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
300* 0<.-
90 5 
* * 
170 0 
200 0 
250 15 
1:.5 o 
90 0 
t25 
115 
43 
* 
* 
0 
39 
lO 
8 
2 
• 
* 
* 
300* ll 
9.:i ll 
170 1l 
200 ll 
265 B 
145 3 
90 3 
125 ~ 
* 
* 
162 n 
55 D 
A-13 
f 
' 
!.!:CAL L()(A;F.D _TI.~t~ r:sr! ~ ~\Tr.;; Ut rt .L 
D f. ! Ci ~ I 1.1 t.:.!l AfJ':':!"j_ 1 /\ .' ~ H·:r~ £.UJ: __!!!.._ Y r!.' ~ (S ) ~I. SP !.'..!'. :!.f 
-
~! ~!.!. 
·n.ip 14J-)6 
Section 7 (cunt1 11ucd) 
I !fF./S'.I 40.00 l'1.'1C x: nu: 1915-17 64 #3 J6.37 I"!:'.C x !'TLC 1915-17 64 #4 36.12 !T.!C x !"!'LC 191 '.i -17 64 . . SF./SW 40. 00 l'U!C :c PTU; 1~15-17 C.4 
l SE( 160 . UO ~.c x i'Tl.C 1915- t 7 64 Sec ~ion 8 . . 
llE/ '.iE 40. CO j S? x 31..C 1902-04 tx 
t\.l/::E '-'L OO ;?&..'\ x RRLC 1905-07 J5, tx 
I -;.;/::E 40 . 00 :;&\ i: RB.LC 1905-07 35,tx sc;::c: ~.O'.l J S? x oLC 191)2-04 tx .. 
~l 39. 98 '. :&A x ?_cu.: 19'J5-ii7 35, :x 
~ 2 :0 • .,5 ·.;,:.A :< :'.?.!.C lS0 ~-07 35. :;c 
~V/h~ I 40. 00 ·.:&\ 
·' 
R..'U.C 190'.i-07 35, :..-.: 
SO./!~.< w. oo '.;E..\ x llLC 1905-07 35,tx 
KE.'rr.1 /,J . L' :J ',/&>., x '-.'UC 1905-07 J.5,:x 
':.'W/S'.: 40. 00 \.'&A x ,_RLC 1905-07 35,tx 
I S\l /$\4 !.O. CO cc x llLC 1904·06 34,::.. c 1 90~-o&) SF./ S'.l 40.00 GC :c 3LC 1904-06 J4,tx (1905-06) 
I ' !fF./S;:: 40 .00 :SP x BLC 1902-04 ex ~U/ SE ~o. co ·,;M x ?.?..!..C ~905-v7 35,::o:: S'.i /S E 40.00 rn 72 
- - SE/SC: 40 . 00 J S? :< BLC 1902-04 :x 
l ' Seceioa 9 N~ 160 . 00 us 100 0 100 ll 
Ire/SW 40.CO PT.-!C 52 50 0 50 B 
' 
166 32 198 p 
l ~/'t.".J 40.00 PniC 52 165 0 165 3 205 10 215 p mt:~.< 40 . 00 ?r.'.C 52 300 25 325 B 
227 41 12 280 ? 
SE/h1< 40.00 Pn!C 52 2JO 15 245 3 
I 201 29 230 p 
--
'lfE./S\l 40.00 !T'.C 52 50 0 50 B 
220 5 50 275 p 
~l/SW 40.00 ~c 52 100 0 100 s 
I l32 4J 10 185 ? ~v IS'.< 40.00 ~c 52 50 0 50 J 85 20 15 120 p 
SF./SW 40.00 !"l."MC 52 75 0 75 ll 
105 4 109 p 
!IE/ S F. ~0.00 !:TIC 52 25 25 50 3 
130 100 0 230 p 
SW/ S E 40. 00 ~c 52 50 0 50 s 
95 40 80 215 p 
'N / SC. t.O. O\J rT. :C 52 375 0 375 3 
365 40 20 425 p 
SE/ ~r. 40 .00 ~"l~C 52 50 50 100 B 
55 1:0 \7S 
Sec t i on 10 
::F. /liT. 1.0 . 00 :JS 127* 26 8* 395* B 
~'\.I /:;!; .'..O . CO o J * 
S" /:,·r: :.Q _i} I) «:t.A ~9 l is 100 27 5 B 
I I ~?. : 5 v o 3 * * 
:1 ~ /: , ... :• :), n ~ '. ~· • 
~".1 /:;.1 : .. ; . :':' 'J5 
-~ ~: .' . ,',! ... l1, ~· . l ·.·.•. \ ;00 l'' . J 425 ~ 
JOO :~tl 5:0 
A-14 
. LI:r.At Ll)("J;t:J) Tnm~ ESTT~~\Tl:S r:i ft.} 
nr.:;r.r.ri..,.ro:r ~ ~ 9!I. _Et_ 'ffAR (S) ~ !!!: ~ .:tr. ~ !!.I ~f 
'IWI' l4J-3G 
Section 10 (con Li 11u~-<l) 
NE/SW 40.01) \l&A 49 80 2!;0 330 B 
60 240 JOO p 
11.Z/SW 40.00 us 3 
* * * SWNW 1.0.cc l./M 49 120 2!;0 37i) 8 
55 320 375 l' 
SE/Sf.> 40.00 '1&.\ 49 55 130 195 a 
129 :52 381 :.' 
:1 J0.65 l'.S 3 .. * * 
:ll/SE <00.CO :1&.\ 49 0 0 0 3 
15 Jl i:? 68 p 
#J 47.75 us 3 .. * * 
#4 2.SO Gl!RC 9 * * * 
Section 11 
#2 39. SO us 3 20* 20* 40* ~ 
#3 23.60 us 3 * * ... 
i4 J0.:5 us 3 * * * ~l 16.iO u::: 3 * .. * 
>15 12.20 us 3 .. * .. 
i6 35.00 JSP :c BLC 1903-04 28,29 u 8 20 B 
#7 J7.90 us 3 * * * 
~8 38.05 us 3 * * "' 
#9 25.85 us 3 * .. .. 
s~ction 12 
!!!/NE 40.1)1) us 3 25 25 50 !! 
Nil/NE 40.00 1.:6.A 49 250 275 525 ll 
70 145 215 l' 
SW/NE 40.00 W&.\ 49 175 250 425 B 
55 120 175 l' 
SE/NE 40.00 1./6.A 49 60 90 150 !! 
125 95 uo p 
l!Z/NW 40.00 1./6.A 49 150 150 JOO B 
115 105 220 ? 
l'.'W /!r.l 40.00 us 3 150• 150* JOO*!! 
SW l~~i 40.00 us 3 * * • 
SE/NW 40.00 '.ii&.\ 49 115 125 240 ;: 
75 140 215 p 
#3 26.6.5 W&A 32 25 JO SS !! 
95 K 
#4 17 .so as 3 * * * 
#S l.5.5.5 us 3 0 0 0 B 
!IE/SE 40.00 WM 33 6-0 74 134 !! 
190 195 IC. 
n 38.75 '.l6"\ 33 60 45 lO!:i 8 
170 175 IC 
It 22.iO :.I.I.A J3 90 JO uo 3 l:o 200 320 K 
SE/SE 40.CO \1&\ 33 60 50 110 8 
JOO 310 IC 
Section 1J 
91 54.50 JSP 1.+ 475 140 615 e 
#4 47.:5 JS!' 14 156 225 381 3 
n 23.:o us J 30* 10* 100* 8 
'W~/!N eo.oo 115 J • 
IJ )9. :s t:S 3 .. * 
tf. 39. 90 'cS .. 
; :~I ~-.; ?.u. co t : ~ 
n J?. 50 us .. 
A-15 
LJ:C.\L LOCCrD __..!1;:;g~ E!:Tr. ~ \T~:S ('~...£.Ll._ 
DE!:C!!l!'TT".l!! ACT.~:S 1A..:~a·:R OJr 
_!!!..._ YEARfS) SOUR!:!; ?.!!: i.:p .:!£ 8: I.I ~ -~ 
nir 143-JG 
Seer.ion l3 (cont1"ucd) 
IS JS.!}0 JSP 14 350 137 487 II 
#8 14.!'5 us l * * * 
#9 24.JO JSP 14 100 100 200 3 
Scccion 14 
m:l: 160.CO us 3 100"' C" 100* !I 
E~/::'.I 80.0:J us 3 
* * * t:W/IU 40.CO JSP x BLC 1903-04 2S,29 70 :io too · 3 
SW/!!'J 40.CO .;sp x BLC 1903-04 28,29 12.5 JS 160 3 
5\1\; 160.00 us 3 
* * * 
sn l(,().GO t.:S l 
* * 
Section 15 
#1 13. 90 JSP 14 52 10 62 l! 
~2 29.:.o c:rnc 9 5 15 20 a 
~4 36. 10 .;s? 14 90 10 100 3 
NE/:·~ 40.00 G::RC 9 7 20 27 !I 
NW /?~.<I 40. ~0 ~c 52 7S 75 l.50 3 
145 40 10 15 210 ? 
sw/:':.I 40.CO PT!1C 52 JO 0 ~o !I 
73 12 20 15 120 ? 
~J 45.70 ~PRC 4 20 0 20 l! 
H 5S.60 P'n1C 52 425 0 425 !l 
650 50 15 715 c 
#8 29.45 P111I:: .52 JS 0 JS !l 
170 40 25 2JS l' 
n 6.60 NPRC 4 15* 1.5* JO* ·n 
#5 J7.50 ~c 52 75 0 75 l! 
64 6 70 ? 
#6 40.10 NPRC 4 
* * * SE/SE 40.00 !:11'!<.C 4 
* * * 
Section 16 
640.00 SL 2 1800 700 2500 s 
Section l7 
NE/NE 40.00 IT.iC x PTLC 1915-17 64 
!Ill/NE 40.00 PnlC x Pn.C 1915-17 64 
SW/NE 40.00 P'D!C x PTLC 1915-17 64 
SE/m: 40.00 !·l:i x PTLC 1915-17 17 ,42 
NE/ll'.l 40.00 IT.IC x PTLC 1915-17 64 
#l 28.20 r.':'!C x !'TLC 1915-17 64 
SW/l~l 40.00 rn1.: x !'TLC 1915-17 b4 
SE/l:W 40.00 !T.'!C x PTLC 191.5-17 64 
:rE/::tr ~0.0') rorc x PTLC tn6-l7 63 ,6.4 
!'M /'!'.I !.0.00 ?":'XC :t m.c 1916-17 63,64 
S''1 I ;;,; .:.o.oo ?'i:':C x P'rLC 1915-17 64 
SE/S".J 40.00 ?'l:'IC x ?TLC 1915- 17 64 
l'!E/ St: 1. 0. 00 !1:'1 JC !'TLC 1?15-17 17 ,42 
!'.V/SC •o .oo l'11~C x l'Tl.C 191~·17 64 
sv~i: 80 . 0() ~~ x PTLC 1915-17 17,42 
A-16 
U:Cl.1. 1.CCC:l:.1> T!Hti:R i::;'LI:i.\TF.O. !H Ct.~ 
D~::;r:1:1;·n0~ ~..!~ !!-~~~ !}!!: _![L_ ~.l ~ ~fl' !:!! £ 2 r.t l:"B!: £ 
WP 14J·J6 
Scc:tion rn 
it 14.65 B!.11 x 1905--07 tx 
#2 35.30 11.1.l x IU:LC 190)·07 3.5.cx 
"3 29.1+5 \;,!.A Y. RRLC 1905-07 JS.ex #4 29.45 cc x ntc !9!>4-06 34,tx 
(1905--0G) 
:rr.1:-:.1 ~o.co '.l&A x RP.LC 1905-07 J5,cx 
i5 36.0CI -.:.!./ :\ n..'-1.C l9C5-07 JS. ex 
;6 J6.uo cc x i>LC I ~at.-C6 J:. .. t:x 
(1~5-06) 
SE/:~; !.ll.00 \lful x RJU.(; 1905-07 J5,cx 
NF./S:/ 40.00 \/-Su\ :t Rl!.LC 190.5-07 35,:x 
#7 35.00 116.A x R.."U.C 1305--07 35' ::x 
~8 JG.OU •:.:.1 i2 128 5 2 135 D 
SC/Sil ~o.co -.:u .. x ::R!.C 1905-07 J5, :::x 
NE/SC 40.00 GC x atc 190:.-06 J:..,c:x 
(1905-06) 
&;/SE ~0.00 cc x BLC 1~·06 J:., tx 
(1905-06) 
sw 'r-
'-'- 40.00 ::&A x rJ'J.c 1904-06 J5.:x 
SE/SE 4ll.OO 'iE.t\ x !!.RLC 1<;()4-06 35,tx 
Sec:tion 19 
x;:/:u:: 40.uO ~c :< ?rl.C 1915-17 64 
l~l /;n;; ~.00 ~r:c x PTLC 1915-17 04. 
s-.1 t:rr 40.CO ?TI!C :( ?!'LC 1915-17 04 
SE/::<: 40.00 ?~!C :< ?rU: 1915-17 64 
l<C:/l~,/ .:.a.co l'T'1C :< PTLC 1915-17 64 
~l 36.ou ?TI!C ;( PTI.C :9l5-l7 64 
#2 36.17 Pn'.C :< P11.C 1917-18 65 
SE/!.V 40.00 ~:c :<: rn.c 191.5-17 64 
NE/SW 40.CO !T.1C x m.c 1915-17 64 
f) 36.:~ ~c x !'TLC 1915-17 64 
#4 36.40 rr.:c :< ?TLC 1915-17 64 
SE/S-.1 40.00 PTI!C x PTU: 1915-17 64 
XE/ SE 40.00 ~c v ?TLC 191.5-17 64 
?U/SE 40.00 ?niC x ?TI.C 1915-17 64 
SW/~T:: 40.00 ?'r.'.C x PTLC 191.5-17 54 
SC/SE 40.00 iT.!C x PTLC 191.5-17 64 
Section 20 
NE/liE 40.00 EV :t PTI.C 1915-16 26,4.2,65 
WINE 4.0.00 JSP x BLC 1902-04 tx 
S'.l/hT. ~0.00 \;&.\. x RRLC 1?05--07 JS 
SE/HE 40.00 EW :< PTI.C 1915-16 26,42,65 
m:1:n1 40.CO ;sp :< ate 1902-04 tx 
~u1:~.1 40.00 \/&A :( RRLC 190~-07 35 
Sil ft;</ 40.00 \/&A :( RR.LC 1905-07 35 
SE/:;iJ 40.00 \/&\ :( RRLC 1905-07 J5 
~IS.I l.O. co ~SP x: BLC l902-0:+ tx 
~J/<;;.; ~0.00 \/&A :\ RRLC 1905-()7 ~5 
SW/ !:"./ t.n.u•J '..'.&\ :< ~UC '.~ 05-07 )5 
SE/~:.J !,Q.00 1:1,A :( RRLC 1905·07 J5 
NE/ ~f. !.O. CO ~'\I x !'1.1.C 1915·1& 2&,42,64 
~~:/ ~E ~0.00 _! :,jp I 31.C 1902·0'· tx 
':;,// ~:: .:.o. 00 .. ·~p 
·' 
SLC I ?".'Z-04 :x 
SE/~E .:.o.e:o .J~ P ., ate lt.102·0!. tx 
A-17 
I.CC.\L Ll t:cr.n ~ r1r.;v_ !·:~!'l.!:\T:~ I~! rt . .2_ 
JH·::::c:r. I l"rT_!lli ~ ~~ 2!t _ _!,i}_ YL\l\('.!l :.n•.· ~c:g !~ l~ .I I' r ~ ~ ~c 
-
·n.-r 143-36 
S"ctian 21 
NE/Nt. 1,1).00 U1lR 5 25 0 25 B 
161/l:t: 40.00 l"l.~ Xp 67,69 30 0 30 a 
S\l/l!E ..a. 00 l'nlC lp 67,.;9 2'.!0 0 2JO B 
SE/:a: 40.00 1::.A 49 15 0 15 II 
132 2 48 14 196 ? 
NE/hV 40.00 ~!C Xo 67,b9 50 25 75 e 
~rJ 11~1 ~l).('(J J":. ~ )'.p 67,69 )0 0 :o u 
S\I /l ~I ~o.co :'.":.'!~= 4 15 .. o-= 15°, ::: 
SE/I:'./ 40 .up ~"i:':C :t'.p o7 ,69 15 0 l5 3 
lr?./~ 40.00 :ffRC 4 
* 
':."W/SW .:.o.c-O ::~c 4 • .. 
" SW/SW 40. 00 :::-r.c 4 
* 
.. 
* SENw '40.C-U !-i:~ 6i ,59 :c~ 70 :7{j :1 
~IS~ .';0.00 i.;;:Rc 130 43 I }'; 
mtsr: 40.0J ?!.~~= :·:? ?TI..!: J;l~ -19 67,5) :?JO (' 2~U 3 
f!:'J/~r. :..1 .00 l'C:C Xp 1-:!.C l~l!f-i9 f.;,u9 500 5~ ~so I! 
SEISE 4C.OO ~~ Xp m.c 1913-19 61,63 lCO 0 1°::0 3 
Section 22 
I fl 42.05 ~s J 41JO o> 3 #2 56.~5 C::!'.C 9 
" #3 55.30 IJS J 
#4 33.65 ~s J 
* hV/SW i.o.oo liS ) 
* S'.l/SW 40.00 l!S 3 
* SE/';;.l 40.CO t:3 3 
f 
. . #5 43 • .+5 us ) 
* il6 13. 75 us 3 
* 
Section 23 
llEI: 160.00 'JS 3 100* 10 .. llO* b 
N.ii/~U 80.CX> ~ 4 .. .. 
* #1 35.75 ?r:-!C 67 40 4 41, B 
SE/Nil 1.0.00 l-."l'ltC 4 
* * * 
:IB/SW 40.00 ~ Xp ?TLC 1918-19 67 ,69 60 25 85 3 
#2 26.20 !'U1C 67 qo 0 90 3 
#3 39.75 Pn!I: 67 100 25 125 a 
SE/~ l+U.00 IT.IC Xp m.c 1918-19 67,69 110 145 255 l! 
N'f /SE 80.00 :!1'1lC 4. • * • SW/SE 40.00 P'Il1C :\p ?TI.C 1918-19 67,69 80 0 eo !! 
SE/SE 40.00 llPP.C 4 
* * 
Section 24 
r #1 9.15 us 3 50 50 100 B #) 46.30 \ii..\ J2 60 75 135 !I 
165 K 51.//NE 40.uO 'JM ~2 :o 30 50 a 
140 1: Y2 37.40 -~M )2 :00 25 225 3 
290 K 
NE/~"(I :.o.oo ·~M 32 40 20 60 n 
r 
110 K 
':l.J/h"W .',0.00 'JM J2 90 0 90 B 
60 K 
Sil /~\I .<O . Cil ..!!:iP 27 ,:') 100 0 100 n 
sr:/rN .',0,00 ·f:t .. \ J 2 55 
12 5 K 
15 ;o 3 
95 K 
A-19 
L"Ci'·.L LOCCED T1:"1Er. ~:;TI:l\Ti-~~!.Jl..:.2._ 
l>ESC~ Ll'r101l ~ilf.S OllNE!t !::.!.'! _.!{_ 'ff-'Wl SOU?.[f ti? ~ Jr g .!J rur\I. s.: 
nir l4J-16 
Section 27 (conti:iucd) 
llF./Stl 40.CO n::c :~p Pt1.C 1918-19 67,58 225 50 275 e. 
W/SU l.0.00 IT.Y: Xp P'TLC l?l8-:9 67,68 300 80 380 e. 
SW/':.V 41). lXl !"!:!C :W:p m.c 1918-19 67,63 115 100 215 r. 
S£/SU !o0.00 IT.IC Xp PTLC !918-l9 67 ,6ll 110 10 120 e 
N!/Sl: 40.CO IT.IC Xp ~ 1918-19 67 225 75 300 3 
!MIS!: !t 0.t'U PT.·IC :•: ;> l'TLC 1913-19 67 50 0 .50 a 
S'ol/S<. 40.CO l..;'"1:·1! 5 ... • ... 
SE/SE 40. l!O ~!C Xp PTLC 1918-l9 67 150 50 :00 !l. 
Scccion 28 
NE/~rt: 40.l!O ;sp 14 450 50 500 !! 
Nii/NJ:: t.O .00 JSP 14 125 63 188 i: 
S'J/::: !.O.C'J !:S 3 150• 50* :oo JI 
S:E/l:E t.O.C.O JS? 14 50 0 50 ii 
NW\: 160.00 us 3 * * * 
S\I~ l6il.OO us 3 • ... * 
SE.\; l5C'.CO t:S 3 ... ... ... 
Seccion 29 
11£/l/E ~0.00 ~c x !'TLC 19l7-1S 64 
~/t:E .:.0.00 ~~c :c P7L.C lni-18 64 
SW/KO. !.I) .O'J !T.!C x ?'!1.C l917-13 64 
SE/KE 40 .00 P'IliC ;{ Pt1.C 1917-18 64 
NE/:~.1 4().00 PTMC x ?TI.C l917-l8 6-+ 
!r.l/}.11 1;0.00 !TlC x PTI.C l~l7-18 64 
SW/Ml :.o.oo ln'RC 71 
S£jt;.; 40.00 ?n!C :c PTLC 1917-18 6.:. 
NE/~l 40.00 rote x ?r..C 1917-18 64 
1.\1/S'.l 40.00 m1C x PTLC 1917-18 64 
SW/Sil 40.00 ?R (X ) (l916-l8) t% 
S£/SIJ 40.00 ITT'RC 71 
ll£/S£ 40.00 !T.·IC :c !T..C 1917-18 64 
NW/SE 40 .00 ~c :\ PTLC 1917-18 64 
SW/SC: .:.o.oo P'!:1C x PTLC 1917-18 64 
S£/SE :.o.oo P'n1I: x PTLC l917-l8 64 
Section JO 
N!/m 40.00 JSP x !ILC 1902-04 ex 
!G-1/lll:: 40.00 JSP x BLC l902-C4 tx 
SW/NE 40.00 JSP x lll.C 1902-04 tx 
.S£/:!E 40.00 JSP :c BLC 1902-04 tx 
NE/:lW 40 . 00 JSP x BU: 1902-04 tx 
11 )6.75 JSP x BLC 1902-04 C'X 
#2 37.23 JS? x eu: l902-04 ex 
SE/l:-' 40. 00 JSP x SLC 1902-04 tx 
liF./S'.: 1.0.00 JSP x 3LC 1902-04 tx 
0 )7.~0 ..:sr :( Bl.C 1902-04 ex 
~4 JS . I. I :.;? ;( ~LC 1902-04 LX 
SC:/<;;.• 40.00 :s? x 6LC 1902-04 ex 
I N!'.:/~£ .:.o.oo 
.:::p x 3LC 1904-06 tx 
r.v/SE 1.0. •)I) :sP x 3LC 1904-0Ci tx 
SW/ S ~ 40. 00 ;sp .. oLC l 90'·-06 tx 
SE/~t: ~0 . 00 ;sp x oLC 1904-06 tx 
~ ccc!on Ji 
~;:/: ::: ~O .O ll ~II rT!..C 1911.-15 SJ,58 )5 II 
~r.Jn.T. '.:1. 0~ ;,;~'.C , ... ::.c l 'J l f, - )) ~ s 
:·:.in:F. :. .) . 111) . ....... :":!.C l 91.'o- I 5 58 
:: t.: /:;r. .'. iJ • .10 :-:·: :c :-:Lt: l '1 I f •• j J 58 
A-20 
tl;C:At 1.ocr.r.o T!}!!H:r. l :!:Til~'.7E'.: l:i f t. 2 
~f.]l~~ ~~~ ~mt ~ ---8'._ 1..1-~·~.:9 ~f')l .f(_ ( ; f: ~ ;;1· . .rr Sl' I'.! '{'(lT.~l. £ 
TilP 11·3-36 
Seccion 31 (continued) 
!ff./:~ 40.00 l"'?.~iC x !'TLC 19Tf1-l5 58 
#1 38.96 rr.:c x PTLC 1914-15 58 
#2 3?.35 IT.:C x PTLC 191!,-15 58 
S£/tr.t 40.00 IT.IC x !'TLC l'.ll4-l5 58 
'lfF./S\I 40.00 PT:~C x me . 1914-15 58 
n 39 . ~) P'n!C x me 191~·15 58 
I - ~4 40 . l'. NPt:C (---) 75 St/S:l !.O. Oil l'i:IC x nt.C 191 11-15 58 !IE:/~:: 40.00 rr:.:c x me l914-l5 58 
!ill/St: 40.00 rn x ~ l90J-1)8 19,lO 
SW/SE !.O.O:J E1I x 125 1903-08 19,70 I SE/Si: :.o.oo HI x us 1903-06 19. 70 Section 32 
ilE/trE 40.00 AS x t:CLC 1916-19 36,60 
(19le-19) 
?:W /l~E 40.00 AS x NCtC 1916-19 36,60 
(1918-19) 
Sll/t~ 40.to :rJ (JO (1912 ·14) tx 
Sf./:;r. 4<1.C() ?ntC x !'TLC 19l4-l5 51, r:.: 
:<r./m 40.00 AS x llctC 19!6-19 36,60 
(l91S-l9) 
:~w/::w 40.Ui) AS x NCLC l9lG-l3 36,60 
(1918-19) 
S'J 11:.1 40 . 00 FC x (1912-14) tx,£c 
S£/l\'W !.a. 00 l:J (X) (1912-14) t:x 
!IE/S:J ~0.00 ... (X) (1912-1~) ex .. ~ 
lPJ/~ 40.00 FC x (1912-1!,) c:x,fc 
S'w/SW 40.00 fC x (1912-14) tx,.Ic 
SE/SW 40.0() fC x (1912-14) tx., f c 
ll£/SE 40.00 P'!:iC x m.c 1914-15 51,tx 
llll/$E 40. 00 l!J (X) (1912-14) ex 
Sli/Sf. 80.00 :"!:'!C x PT!.C 1914-15 51,tx 
Section JJ 
m:t:a: 40. 'JO ~!'RC 4 100* O* 100* s 
'JVl!E co. co :: ~~c 4 .. 
I #1 34. 75 l"!l\C :Cp ?TLC &7 85 10 95 s tao 45 50 15 285 J 
NJi/llll 80.00 lll'RC 4 
* * * S\l/h'VI 40.00 LFDR 5 * * * I 5£/!111 40.00 ~PRC 4 * * * Sil~ 160.00 NPRC 4 * * * 
#6 4.85 !IPRC 4 
* * * #2 41.10 m~c 4 
* * * ¥3 54.50 ~PRC 4 
* • 
.. 
¥4 .01 i:r!tc 4 
* * • ~5 8. 70 !!PRC 4 
* * * 
S.:ction 34 
:rE/ ~rr 40.00 '.:&\, 49 200 30 230 s 
128 7l 20 169 p 
n.l/:-iE 40.00 \/&A 49 )25 25 350 8 
220 60 24 30:, p 
S\1/1:!': ~0.0J ~;bA 49 50 0 50 !: 
205 10 215 ? 
$~/ 'IE 40. 0·) \JbA 49 175 30 ~05 s 
ll6 27 15 158 p 

I 
I 
1 • LAND GRANT 
State Swrunp Selections 
n.d. 
Land and Timber 
82.67 acres 
2. TRUST FU~ID 
School Land to State 
n.d. 
Land .:rnd Ti..11bcr 
1,280.00 acres 
3. WARP.A.NTY DEE!) 
Federal G=~hc to State 
Aug. 3, 1892 
Land and Ti...8.ber 
7,030.99 acr~s 
A-22 
SCi.JRCES 
1/1-3-35 S:6 ill, SE/iiE 
14J -3 6 S:l6 Entire Sectio~ 
S:J6 Entire Secc~o~ 
143-35 
14>35 
143-36 
142-36 
S:6 
S:l8 
S:l9 
5:31 
S:6 
S:l 
S:2 
S:3 
S:4 
S:9 
SH /SE, :fa6 
iz!2/t;E, SE~, =:~3 
1-l~/t~E, SE/SE 
t\'W/NE 
:; 1, SW/HE, 't:!;/ SE 
{ft3, 4, s12/rM, SWJi:, 
~F3, 4, ..1, 7, 3, 9~ _ 
l\""..l /S'H 
{fa 1' 2' 3 , '•, s ~/ )TE' 
S1/~-W, sw:i:, W12/SE 
ill, S1z/~IE, SVSH, SE!.: 
NE!.: 
S: 10 if l, 2, 3, ~1/~E, N%/~:0·1 
SW /trr.-l, '::-~.//SW 
S:ll {Fl, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9 
S:l2 NE/NE, W1i/>::r.J, {.!:4, 5 
S : 13 {J 2 , 3 , 6, 7 , 8 , W -~/NW, 
WJ:/SW 
s: 11+ NE 14, E>.!/~'W, swI.::, SE-! 
S:22 #1, 3, 4, 5, 6, W~/SW, 
SE/SW 
S:23 
S:24 
S:2G 
S:28 
s: 34 
S:2 
?ill!.: 
~l, NE/S~, Y ~/SE, SE/SE 
N1::/NE, ~·lW/°t'i"H, Y,{/SW 
SW /\'E, i~l-l-~, SH h; , SE -~ 
t-~~. 3, 4, ::E/~~. SE!.:: 
Entire Section 
S:4 Entire Sect~on 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
,. 
• 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
I .. 
.. 
-
.. 
-
• 
-
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4. WARRANTY DEED 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Northern Pacific Rwy. Co. to 
State 
Nov. 30, 1892 
Land and Timber 
2,252.96 acres 
$1, 126. 48 
WARRA.'t\lTY DEED 
Little Falls & Dakota Rwy. Co. 
to State 
Nov. 30, 1892 
Land and Timber 
200.00 acres 
$200.00 
WARRANTY TilIBER DEED 
C.A. Smith Lbr. Co. to 
J.S. Pillsbury 
July 5, 1899 
$1.00 
142-36 S:l NE/SE, S~/SW, NE/SW 
S~/NW, iJ4 
S:3 SE/SE, #1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 
8, 11, 12, 13 
143-36 S:l5 SE/SE, #3, 6, 7 
S:21 SW/SW, N~/SW, SW/NW 
S:23 ~/NW, SE/NW, N~/SE, 
SE/SE 
S:25 SE/NW, SWt 
S:27 N~/NE, SW/NE 
S:33 N~/NE, SW/NE, N~/NW, 
SE/NW, SW.Ji:, :12, 3, 4, 
5, 6 
S:35 S~/NE, SE/l-lW, W~/SW, 
SE/SW, W~/SE, SE/SE 
143-36 S:3 E~/SE 
S:21 NE/NE 
S:27 SW/SE 
S:33 SW/NJ 
143-35 S:7 413 
II all timber of every nature ..• to remove until 
July 5, 1905" . 
WARRANTY TDIBER DEED 
Shutte et al. to H.C. Akeley 
Lbr. Co. 
Oct. 26, 1899 
143-35 S:Jl E\ /NE 
II conveying interest in timber with right to enter upon 
and re.'llovc within two years from date". 
I 
I 
A-24 
8. WARPJ~NTY DCiill 
Md.foll.en to S tatc 
Dec. 26, 1899 
Land and Tii::iber 
155.75 acres 
$1,623.75 
11+3-36 S:2 !H, 2, 6, SE/HE 
9 . WAP .. RA~'TY DEED 
l.O. 
11. 
12. 
Grc~t Ifortherr. Rwy. Cc. to State 143-36 
Aug. 13, 1900 
s: 10 {fa 4 
s: 15 1F 2, m: n:w 
S: 21 NE/SE Land and !imber 
168.55 acre.; 
$755.00 
BROilER , J. V . 
p. 196 - 193 
Dec. 1902 
s: 22 f.!2 
1904 
143-35 S:l9 f.!l 
'!A cc!!l!IlOn maro.uder nmned Half was ?laced in charge of the 
camp of Bonnes & Co. on the shore of Bud Lake. He proceeded to 
bric!!;:?. ~!.::ry Creek lt:ngth-:ri.sc uith legs to ccns::::uct a logging 
road, establish two log landings on park land and stole about 
250 logs from adjoi~ing property, in the meanti.oe stripping clean 
of all standing timber /on/ 49.35 acres of land at Schoolcraft 
Hill /lot 1/, finally leaving the southwest extrcr.iity of Itasca 
Lake and its beautifully wooded shores selected as the site of 
the new park house, about as a tempestuous cyclone would make it 
appear." (The contract was given to Bonnes & Co. for rer:toving 
down timb~r during the winter of 1901-02.) 
MISC. PAPERS - State Auditor 
n.d. 143-35 s: 18 ifo 4 
S:l9 iil 
Maps shm1 lot 4 of ~ection 19 cut over and lot 4 of section 
18 partially cut over during the winter of 1901-02. This aonears 
to correspond to Drawer's account of the illegal cutting on 
Schoolcraft }Ii l l by Bonnes & Co. (see source ifal O). 
HISC. PAFERS - State Auditor 
n.d. 143- 35 S::31 C~/:rE 
Papers i ncluue a map showi:1g :~c E:~/'.lf. of sec::.:.on 31 .:is 
cut over 1901-02. 
'I 
'I 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
r -
-
-
-
-
13. 
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MISC. PAPERS - State Auditor 
n.d . 1!.2-35 S:6 iF3, 4, 5, 6, E~SE 
Papers include a map indicating areas cut over 1901-02 • 
14. WARRANTY DEED 
Pillsbury Estate to State 
Apr. 14, 1902 
3,038 H ft. 
334.95 acres 
$17,379.94 
143-36 S:l3 #1, 4, 5, 9 
s: 15 Jf1, 4 
S:2S Eli/NE, NW/'NE 
15. WARRA.~TY Til!BER DEE!' 
B. Webster to =· Sh~~~i~ 
Apr. 17, 1902 
Notice of Timber Cut -
143-35 s: 6 {fa4 
11 timber has been cut upon all lanes including 
lot 4 of section 6 143-35" . 
16. W&""tRANrY DI::ED 
17. 
18. 
N. Rust to State 
Sept. 18, 1902 
$900.00 
143-36 S:2 
The three acres owned by Rust, loc3ted in the northwest 
corner of lot 2, were partially cultivated . 
WARRANTY TIMBER DEED 
M. Ma.gnussen to PTLC 
Sept. 21, 1902 
$900.00 
143-36 S:l7 SE/NE, NE/SE, S!:/SE 
"convey all timber ... to remove within ten years f rom date". 
WARRANTY DEED 
H.C. Stewart to State 
Nov. 22, 1902 
Land and Timber 
$1,2.00.00 
144-36 S: 35 ~~~/SW, :::1, 2 
I 
I 
• 
I --
I 
I -
19. WARHANTY TilIDER DEED 
F. Hall to L. Z. Smith 
Jan. 12, 1903 
$1,000.00 
143-36 S:31 S-~/SE, ~17/SE 
II conveying all tim.ber on land to remove in 5 years". 
A-26 
20. CORRESPONDENCE - St~te Auditor 
T. Fitzgerald to S.G. Iverson 
Har. 25, 1903 
143-35 s: 7 f'J:3 
" ••• has been cut clean during the winter of 1902-03 ... 
timber small but good quality .•. estimate 100 M ft •••. landed 
in Lake Itasca on section 12 143-36 ..• by the Grand For~s 
Lumber Compani'. 
21. CORRESPONDENCE - State Auditor 
T. Fitzgerald to S.G. Iverson 
Mar. 27, 1903 
143-35 s: 6 if2 
22. 
23. 
"280,000 ft. of pine l::lgs ~-?ere cut on the NH/NE or lot 2 
of section 6 143-35. 150,000 hauled and landed in LaSall~ Lake 
(section: 18 & 19 144-35), 100,000 on skidways on the ~round and 
30,000 r:n ground where cut. The party has broke camp and moved 
out. C~tting done by John Cabbin u~der supcrvisicn of C. L. Smith 
for Grand Forks Lbr. Co. The tiober was mostly Norway, generally 
small but sound and thrifty. There is 40,000 ft. of standing 
pine left on this tract." 
CORRESPONDENCE - State Auditor 
T. Fitzgerald to S.G. Iverson 
Mar. 27, 1903 
143-35 S:6 #3, SW/NE 
"S0,000 ft. cut 1902-03 .•. mostly Norway, generally small, 
good, thrift1. The greater portion of this t::act (SW/NE) -was cut 
over and timber hauled away ciuring winter of 1901-02." An at-
tached map shows lot 3 cut over 1901-02 and SW/~ cut 1901-02 
and compieted in 1902-03. 
CORRESPONDENCE - State Auditor 
T. Fitzgerald to S. G. Iverson 
Mar. 30, 1903 
143-36 S . '· . ..,. svsw 
Fit=geral<l mentions unintentional trespassing by the Brainerd 
Lbr. Co. during t he ~inter of 1902- 03 involving 43 pine trees, 135 
logs .:rnd estim.:itcd .:i t 9 , 0CO fo et. 
I 
I 
I -
I 
I 
24. MISC. PAPERS - State Auditor 
Apr. 2, 1903 144-36 S:35 #1, 2 
A-27 
" .•• (they) cut StnClll jack pine on SW/SW (i/:2) for dam •.. no 
commerci.11 value but destroys appe<irance. Also cut 7 jack pine 
trees estimated 1,000 ft. on S~/SW ({fl, 2) ." 
25. MISC. PAPERS - State Auditor 
n.d. 143-36 S:4 ffe4, SW/i>'Y, W/SW, 
SE/NW, NE/SW 
Papers include a map showing lot 4, SW/NW, west half of SE/~'W 
and all but: the northeast corner of !IB/SH of section 4 143-36 as 
cut over 1902-03. The remaining Pillsbury timber on this section is 
described as "good pine". 
2 6. WA-'R.RANTY T:GIBER DEED 
E. Wahl to PTLC 
Sept. 21, 1903 
$600.00 
143-36 S:20 E%/ME, NE/SE 
27. 
28. 
II to cut within ten years of date" 
BROWER, J. V. 1904 
p. 224 
Sept. 28, 1903 
143-36 S:24 SW/NW, W~/SW, SE/SW 
s: 26 SW /NE' NE/NW' SVNW 
S :34 NWt 
''Whereas, The said Company has heretofore and will hereafter 
refrain from cutting certain pine owned by it and situated in said 
Park upon sections 24, 26 and 34 which it is important that the 
State should purchase for the purpose of preserving the Park in the 
condition prescribed by various acts of the Legislature .•. " 
BROWER, J. V. 1904 
p. 224 
Sept. 28, 1903 
143 - 3 6 s : 11 {j 6 
S:l4 \.l1i/NW 
"Provided, the Brainerd Lumber Company and the public authori-
ties of the State of Minnesota are prior to Dec ember lst, 1903 un-
able to agree ·.ipon the amount of pine situated uuon ::he SW·'! of 
SWt of section 11, .:md the \.J-~ NH:: of sec tion 14 :.~said ~ownship, 
and the authorities represent ing the :.aid State fail :::o ?ur:::hase 
the pine sit:uated thereon, or to i::stitu te conde!:!1I1J.tion ~Jrocecd­
ings for the purpose of ~cquiring said land, ? r:.or :o said dat2, 
the said 3raincrcl Lumber Compciny is .:iut~w r:.:.: eci and c:npowercd ::o dc?osi.:: 
upo:l tlH! i. ce in Itas;:a L1k.:: Ju r ine Jcccmocr, L902, :rnd Jai:u.::r:' ~')04, 
., 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.• 
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.. 
. 
-
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pine which m.1y l>e now growing thereon." 
S. R. V.:m S.:int, Governor 
S. G. Ivcr~on, State Auditor 
John B. S.:inborn, President M.H. S . 
29. WARRA..1'fl'Y DEED 
30. 
31. 
Pillsbury Estate to State 
Nov. 5, 1903 
2, 810 }! ft. 
1,010.25 .::.cres 
$17,475.70 
BROWEI:., J. V. 1904 
p. 227 
Jan. 14, 1904 
143-35 S:6 #3, SW/NE~ 
s: 18 ;'f4* 
143-36 S:4 ~"":~t*, #2, N1/SW* 
s: 11 {.~ 6* 
S : 14 H·1i /M{'': 
S:24 SW/tn-1, Wls_/S'i·l, SE/SW 
5:26 SW/NE, E~/~;u, sr.N~·i'l-T 
S: J4 ~/~:W, ffrl , SE/);'W 
* assumed to have been cut over 
144-36 S:35 SW/NE 
" ••• license is gr<.inted tD the said T. B. Walker <.ind authorit:r 
given to haul said timber so situated in said sections 26 and 35, 
to It.:isca Lake and deposit the same on the ice therein during the 
months of December, 1903, and January and February, 1904, and to 
float the same out of said lake by way of the Mississippi River 
at a <late not later than fifteen days from and after the melting 
and passing out of ice fro!ll Itasca Lake in the spring of 1904." 
BROWER, J. V. 1904 
p. 2Z7 
Jan. 15, 1904 
144-36 S:34 E~/SE 
S:35 ~/NE, SU; 
"Whereas, The Crookston Lumber Company is the owner of cer-
tain pine lo?.s heretofore cut,or being cut, upon the SEt and the 
E1i of the NE·:: of Section 35, and the E\ of the SEt of Sec::ion 34, 
144-36 being outside of, but immediately adjacent to, the boundar~· 
limits of said Park: And, 
Now, Therefore, License is granted . . . to hau 1 said timber 
and deposit the same upon the ice in It.:isca Lake during the ;nonths 
of January and February, 1904 ... " 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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3 2 • WARRA~rl'Y DEED 
Walker & Akeley to StatQ 
Sept. 15, 1904 
? M ft. 
470.35 acres 
$9,995.70 
143-36 s: 12 {f3 
S:24 #2, 3, SW/NE, N ~/NW, 
SE/r!':·l, NE/SE 
S:25 NE~ 
Based on stumpage prices the transaction included 1,100 to 
1,500 H ft. of timber. 
33 • WARRA.NTY DEED 
34. 
35. 
T. B. Walker to State 
Sept. 15, 1904 
? M ft. 
141.45 acres 
$6,280.40 
143-36 S:l2 #1, 2, E~/SE 
Based on stumpage prices the transaction included 700 to 
1, 000 M ft. of timber. 
WARRA}.Tf DEED 
G. Cook ~~ 5rainerd Lbr. Co. 
Nov. 8, 1904 & Dec. 5, 1904 
143-36 S:8 S~/Sif 
S:l8 {fa4, 6, N1z/SE 
All rights to the land were released to the John Smith Land 
Co. on April 20, 1906. 
VANDERSLUIS, C. 1974 
Bemidji Daily Pioneer 
Aug. 28, 1906 
143-36 S:6 ~/NE, W~/SE, {fa8 
S: 8 W~ /NE, ifol, 2, sJ.i. /i::IW 
!?i/SW, NW/SE 
S:l8 {ft3, 5, 7, E\/NW, E~/NW 
E1i/SW, S12/SE, 42 
S: 20 SW /NE, N'w /NW, S12/NW, 
W1i./SW, SE/SW 
"?fr. Hoberg st.::ites that he has finished the grading but has 
been foLced to stop work because of the non-arrival of the rails. 
There are 12 ;nillion feet of logs in Squaw Lake and 4 million in 
Long Lake on the new line. These are the property of the Red River 
Lumber Co:rn_).:my, .:md the logs will not be hoisted until the railroad 
is co;nplet.::d." 
36. WAH.RAHTY TIHBER DEEDS 
A. D. Stephens to H. C. Clarke 
Sept. 16, 1906 
$600.00 
A-30 
143-36 S:32 W:/NE, N-~/Nl.J' 
" conveying all merchantable timber ••• with right to 
remove within ten ycars 11 
H. C. Clarke to Nichols & Chisolm Lbr. Co. 
Nov. 8, 1906 
$600.00 
11 giving until Sept. 1916 to cut and r~move all merchant-
able timber" 
3 7 • WARRAiITY DEED 
Walker & Akeley to Si.:ate 
Oct. 10, 1908 
? M ft. 
316.72 acres 
$23,590.35 
143-35 S:6 #5 
S: 19 #2, NE/NE, {fr4 
S:20 NW/SW 
S:JO:fal, 2 
It was estimated that about 2,300 M ft. of timber was in-
cluded in the transaction. 
38. WARRANTY DEED 
Shevlin-Carpenter Co. to State 
Oct. 19, 1908 
? M ft. 
177.75 acres 
$17,555.76 
143-35 S:l9 #3 
S:20 W\/NW 
S :30 W~/{f 3, W1i/ lfr4 
It is estimated that about 1,700 a ft. of timber "Was in-
cluded in the transaction. 
39. WARRANTY TDIBLl\ DEED 
H. Curr~11ings to J. H. Richards 
Mov. 16, 1908 
$2,000.00 
143-36 S:6 ff5, 6, SEn:w, !TE/SW 
II obtains timber rights wilh ri.ght to re:::iove within 
5 years" 
..., 
..., 
-
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40. 
41. 
STATE FORESTRY ~OAP..D RECORDS 
Dec. 15, 1908 143-35 S:29 Nl-!/r'Ji 
A-31 
The meeting minutes indicate that 40.00 acres and 60,000 feet 
were recently purchased for $450. 00. Al though no legal dcscrip tion 
was given this tran5action corresponds to the following deed: 
Warranty Deed 
I. Long to State 
Sept. 21, 1908 
40.00 :icres 
$450.00 
DOBIE, J. 1959 
p. 127 143-35 
143-36 
S:7 Ei.. ,,......, 
·21 -~ .c.' 
S:l8 H~/"NE, 
S:26 SE/l'!E, 
SE/SI::, :~I :.- ... 
ifl, 2 
EVsw, SE 1! 
"The Red River Lumber Company had just finished building a 
logging railroad to the east side of the Park and planned to log 
its tir:lber <luring the ne.'Ct winter (1911-12) and haul i t to Akeley 
by rail." 
42. EXTENSION OF TTI.!BER DEED 
Hagnus5en and U.:::.h:!. to PTLC 
Nov. 22, 1911 
143-3G S: 17 SE/NE, l\""E/SE, S]z/SE 
S:20 E~/NE, NE/SE 
43. 
"PTLC .•. to cut anytiJne prior to Dec. 16, 1915" 
CORRESPONDENCE - lIIIID.. Land Co. 
B. J. Hinkle to Connor & Wilson 143-35 
Nov. 14, 1912 142-36 
S:31 #1, 2, 3, 4, SEt 
S:l #1, 2, 3, S~/NE, 
NW/SE, S.1.s/SE 
·~~e are trying to curtail the cut this year. Try to keep 
it around 8 million or less. We estimate 9 million in: 
143-35 Sec: 31 
142-36 Sec: 11, 13, 14 
142-25 Sec: 21, 28, 31, 34 
142-36 Sec: 25 SE/ SE 
44. 
45. 
A-32 
WARRANTY DEED 
PTHC to S t.:ite 142-36 S:l SW /SE, NW/SW 
Mar. 26, 1913 S:3 ffa2, 3 
715 M ft. 143-35 S:31 {fal, 2 
$6,850.00 
"The State Forestry Board has selected and purchased from 
the PnlC all timber upon the lands .•. described except such 
portion thereof upon the SW/SE of section 1, lot 3 of section 3 
142-36 and lots 1 and 2 of section 31 143-35, as lies outside of 
a line run upon the ground by said State Forestry Board enclosing 
the groves of timber upon the said last described lands which have 
been selected by the state." 
WARRAfITY DEED 
PTMC to State 
Oct. 10, 1913 
? M ft. 
$3,000.00 
142-36 S:J #9, 10 and the 
remainder of {fa 3 
46. STATE FORESTRY BOARD RECORDS 
Oct. 21, 1913 143-35 S:7 E~/NE, SE/SE, 14 
S:lS W~/NE, #1, 2 
143-36 S:26 SE/NE, E~/SW, SE~ 
"The Red River Lumber Company failed to burn in accordance 
with the instructi ons ... had i t done for $565. 89." 
47. WARRANrY TilIBER DEED 
G. Breitbach to PTHC 
Nov. 1, 1913 
142-36 S:5 #2, 3 
!;.8 . 
$550.00 
"conveys all white pine , Norvay pine, jack pine, spruce, 
tamarack .'.lnd balsam fir t i mber ... with r i ght of entry within 
two years f rom date" 
STATE I:'OR.E S~Y :!30ARD RECORDS 
Dec. 11, 1913 142- 3'.i S : 6 tfa 2, 3, 4 , 5' 6 ' 
143 - 35 S: 7 E -~/NE , SE / SE , ffo 4 
S: l8 wJ2/ NE , ffl ' 2 
S :31 SW/NE 
E1/ SE 
143 -36 S:26 SE/NE , E ·~/SW, s;:::,o; 
:·!cc ting mi nu t e s inc l udC! .:l •Jiscus s io:i. of l .1nds to be purch.:J.scd 
fr cr.1 t he I:c:1i : ~i.ve r Lbr . Co. It "1..-1s assumed th:it :i l ~ t.:hc t::-.:i. c ts 
li'.:::cd -<t ~: H\ :;ice t in!j ·~·hich 1;cre no t i.ncludcd in ::1e 1913 ?ct.:erson 
49. 
I 50. 
I -
I -
51. 
A-33 
Timber Survey were log~ed. After c~~mLning aerial photos the only 
exception to this appc:.:trs to be SH/r·!E of section 31 ll•J-35, which 
could have been purch<!sed at ;:notber <late. 
COiill.ESPotmENCE - State Fores try Bo.:ird 
Peterson Ti:tilier Survey 143-36 
1913 
143-35 
S:l S12/NE, f.<1, 2 
S:lO SW/m:, SE/r.·w, E1i/SW 
SW/SH, ~:W/SE 
s: 12 w-1:;/NE' SE/l'i!::' £!~/r-:w 
S: 21 SE/i~E 
S: 26 ':i'V;/Sr-T 
s: 3t, ~:Et 
S:6 t:':?/SE 
S:7 ?.!\-!/NE, '.·7~/SE, :~ 1 ~.- - , 2 
s: 19 SI:/;~;::' ~TVSE, S'\·I I SE 
S:20 SW/SW 
S:29 S'\~ /Ni·T 
S:30 NE~, SE~, E12/{/:3, E!i/;:!4 
The ti::iber estimates of tlie surveyed t-:act.s owned by Halke!" 
& Akeley closely corrCSIJOnd with the timber p~rchased in the follow-
ing t-:ansaction found in the St.:tte Forestry Board Records which <lid 
not c0ntaiu ~ lc;.:il ~~scription. 
Walker ~ Akeley to State 
Aug. 1914 
7,598,500 ft. 
2, 658. 77 acres 
$88,078.35 
CORRESPONDE~CE - State Forestrf Board 
Peterson Timber Survey 143-35 
1913 
S:6 E~/SE 
S:7 SW/NE 
The ti~ber survey describes the E~/SE of section 6 and the 
S'\'1/NE of section 7 143-35 .:is "cut over". 
CORRF.Si'ONDn:cr:: - Ir::n. L:u:d Co. 
D. Tic,rney to B. J. Einkle 
Jan. ' 1914 
142 -36 
143-36 
S:S Entire Section 
S·~? SE/i:C:, NE/SE , S12/SE 
Th<! :: t:it:e offcr'"ri ::'.O ;.! i:cet of uE:ad a nd down t:!..mbcr for sale 
on th0 ~•est li ~1c or t~ ·.c: ? ark since Ccnno r & Wilson would be cutting 
up to the 1 i"c c::1~t ·,.;i;1tcr. 
... 
... 
... 
52. 
53. 
WARl~A~ITY DEED 
PT!lC to St;ite 
Feb. 23, 1914 
3,695 a ft. 
$36,500.00 
682.55 acres donated 
CORRES?O~DEl·iCE - Imm. Land Co. 
Connor &Hilson to B.J. Hinkle 
Apr. 2, 1914 
143-36 S :9 "NW ·~, SH!!, SE'.: 
142-36 
143-36 
S:l5 fi5, 8, 9, W!~/N'.·l 
S:6 !fol 
S:31 NE/NE 
11 
••• send us the Timber Deed for NE/XE (#1) on section 6 
142-36, also NE/tIB section 31 143-36" 
WAJ."'U' ... '\!UY TI:·S2', DEED 
Walker & .;.kelr:y to State 
Ju:i.e 1, 19 !.4 
? ~1 £t. 
120.00 :!cres 
$1.00 
55. W.ARRANTI TilIBE.."ll DEED 
Red River Lbr. Co. to State 
June 1, 1914 
? M ft. 
40.00 acres 
$1.00 
56. WARRANTY TTIIBER DEED 
Beebe & Stone to Walker &Akeley 
July 6, 1914 
143-35 S:20 SW/SW 
S:30 E~/NE 
143-35 S:6 NW/SE 
143-35 S:l7 swt 
S:29 F);,/sw 
A-34 
The Timber Deed was returned to Be~be & Stone on July 6, 1914. 
57. WAR_,·q_,\.I'<Tf DEED 
Shevlin-C.J.rncnter Co. to State 142-35 S:6 SE/HE 
Aug. 17, l.914 
? H ft. 
40. 00 .:ic-::-~s 
$240. 00 
• 
1 
1 
I 
58. 
59. 
COP~--ESPO~ffiENCE - II:llll. Land Co. 
B.J. Hinkle to Connor & Wilson 
Sept. 26, 1914 
143-36 
11 cut section 31 this winter. 
to see whether you would ca!:'e to haul 
present contr:i.ct to Two Inlet inste;id 
some other contract to Itasca L.:ike." 
A-35 
S : J 1 {f 1, 2, 3 , NE-~, E!:; /NW, 
E~/SW, iIB/SE 
Look over sections 19 and 29 
these two sections under the 
of taking the timber out on 
HI'i\1'1ESOTA FORESTRY :WAI'J) - Annual Report 
Dec. 1914 143-35 S:7 SW/NE, XE/SE 
The report includes a map and pict~re of a pl~nt:ing site 
along Hubbard ~a.vine i::i. Itasca Stat.:! I':ir:~ ~:hic'.:l "once had a 
beautiful stand of raixed :fot-..;ay and white pine Lwhic'r!/ was cut off r:ou:: 
years ago and slashed bur.icd cle.:m11 • (This is azsumed to refer to 
the C. F. Ruggles property.) 
60. TEIBER DEED E.\:T~SION 
61. 
A. D. Stephens to Nichols & 
Chisholm Lbr. Co. 
143-36 S :32 £fi/l·TE, N~/NW 
"conveying timber an~'time before June 6, 1919 11 
Discharge of Trust to Nichols & Chisholm. Lbr. Co. on 
April 4, 1919 
CORRESPONDENCE - Imm. Land Co. 
B.J. Hinkle to Connor & Wilson 143-36 
Dec. 31, 1915 
S:5 {fol, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 
8, NE/SE, S~/SE 
"We will probably bank 1 to 2 million feet less at Squaw 
Lake Camp than Itasca Camp." 
62. CORRESPONDENCE - Imm. Land Co. 
Conner & Hi1.son to B.J. Hinkle 143-36 S:6 if9 
Feb. 1, 1916 
" ... have .:i chance to buy timber on lot 9 ~ection 6 143-36. 
All :-for.v~y and ;.;hitc pine and will run about ten logs co the 1000, 
and good :::~ber." 
A-36 
63. CORRESPO~!DEr!CE - Ir.m. L.:.md Co. 
A. t. riml~y (di~tr. rancer) 143-36 S:l7 ~~/~l 
to Pl:·!C 
Dec. 15, 1916 
11 Sl.:J.sh and debris left on ~r.':1/SW of section 17 to be disposed 
of at same time as cutting proceeds and as slash is m.'.lde. 11 
64. CORH.ESPO~'.DE::!CE - Im:u. L.:rnd Co. 
IL J. Hinkle to Connor & Hilson 143-36 
Feb. 3, 1917 
S:7 
S:l7 
s: 19 
S:20 
5:29 
Entire Section 
E!1tire Section 
Entire Section 
E ~/~E, !ffi/SE 
~1E~, ~~ };_ /:~/' S"" ' 'r.· L./ .. , .... 
N}~/s:;, sr:: 
11 hope you are making a special effort to clean up 
sec:ions 7, 17, 19, and 20 this season so th~rc will be nothing 
left in that township e~cept 29 for next season." 
65. COlIB.l:SPOiill:::l~Cr: - I::rim. Land Co. 
B. J. Hinkle to Connor & Wilson 143-36 
Har. 24, 1917 
s: 19 ;f2 
S:20 NE/NE, SE/NE 
11 
••• enclosing copies of affidavit ..• includes certain lar.ds 
which arc assessed last spring as timber lands but from which the 
timber has now all been removed ... had considerable trouble getting 
officials of Clearwater County to change assessraents from timber 
lands to cut over lands. What ti::tber is left on section 19 is all 
on lot Z. Section 20, we believe all the ti:nber was cut on the 
north forty (NE/NE). The forty on ~vhich the camp is located (SE/NE) 
has been erased from the affidavit." 
66. CORRESPONDENCE - Ixmn. Land Co. 
Chapman to B. J. Hinkle 143-36 5:26 SE/NE, E !.z /S\~, SE -'!: 
Dec. 10, 1918 
Chapman reports tresp;Jssing by the Reci ~ iver I..or. Co. in 
section 26, six or :even years ago . 
67. 
I .. 
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CORP.ESPOt:DE:i.\CE - Im:n. L.1.ntl Co. 
B. J. ilinklc to W. Cox 
Sept. 18, 1918 
A-37 
143-36 S:21 ;r1;i/NE, N~/i,:w, SE/i\:1, 
SE/SW, W~/SE, SE/SE 
S:23 ;il, 2, 3, E~/SU, SW/SE 
S: 25 ;~~ /~.:\·~, SW /t-.'W, SE'.: 
s: 2 7 SE/NE, :·fri-~' Sl~k, N-12 Is E, 
SE/SE 
S:33 ~il 
S: 35 •~i/NE, N-12/m.;, SW (NW, 
NE/SW, NE/SE 
"Prcvide<l .:i. satisf~c!:Or'J price can be .:!greed L!pon ~,~e will 
consent to sell the following tir:i.!.Jer for S t-'.ite Park 2urposes: 
Sec: 11 - all of the medium and small sized timber on the E~ of 
SEt of SE!.: and a su~ficient 2.r.:ount of the tim:.ie.r l'.:." 
(<lbh) w. nd SC'.::.ller on th.:! ·:c::uinc!er of '.:~e SE/S2 ,:ind 
the \ ·J.~/SE as IT'.L!Y b~ necessary to protl!ct: the \•iew of 
the East Slope ... and on the remainder of our lancis 
in s-:iid section only ti!ll.ber 8" (dbh) and s~ller . 
Sec: 23 - all ti~ber on lots 1, 2, and 3 and on the rel!l.'.linder of 
our lands in said section only 8" (dbh) or sr:ialler. 
Sec: 25 - a fc~·:r '.:::~~s 2lor!g the traH to Deer Park Lal~e on ~l~/~r;~ 
ands·..:;/.;;.;. All :he QC::di;.im :;i.zeu ~~1d S1'ldll timbe::- en 
the East Slo?e of SEISE and if necessary to protect the 
view of said Slopz a small portion of the larger ti~ber 
may be .:i.dded, b11t the total amount shall not exceed 6010. 
of the timber on said East Slope. On the remainder of 
our lands in said section only 8" (dbh) and smaller. 
Sec: 27 - Patches of large tiraber along Lind Trail through the 
W·~iWJi and such r.i.edium sized and Sil'..:tll ti..'Lber as r:laY be 
necessary to protect said 12.rge timbzr f:-om heav-; winds, 
said patches of large timber not to materially exceed 
200 feet in width. On re~inder 8" (dbh) or less. 
Sec: 33 - all timber on lot 1 except mature timber on the north-
east portion of said lot. 
Sec: 35 - all the timber east of :16ay L1ke on '.fE/~m, also ti!:1ber 
on NE/SE, the rest 8" (dbh) ::i r :.css. 
We will consent to sell patches of thri fty younB timber 
not r,rcatcr th::H~ 14" c ~ibh) on ;.:ny of the s ections above 
enumerated where ~am2 docs not materially interfere wit~ 
locgi~g of our ti~ber, patches to be cucually ag reed 
t.:pon." 
A-38 
68. CORl~ESl'O:\D!:HCE - lm.'11. Lrn<l Co. 
69. 
B. J. Hinkle to Clapp 143-36 S:27 : :1-r~, SH -~ 
Dec. 31, 1913 
"(Cox) is detcrr.?ine<l to get 6 million feet regardless of how 
much choice timber be t~kcs. The \·] !~ of sec:ion 27 has no l.:.kes 
and trailG except that the Lind Tr::iil slightly dips in on three 
forties on the tvest line .•• but twer reserves is entirely away 
from the trail." 
corrn.ESPO~"DEiCE - Ir::ra. Land Co. 
B. J. Hinkle to Cl.:i.pp & 143-36 S:21 \i !i/NE, :~ !.Jr.;:.:;, SE/ l::-i, 
HcCartn~y SE/SW, 1.J.1:? i sr:, SE/SE 
Feb. 12, 1919 s: 23 :::-12/SW, SW / SE 
"Sc.:?.lc of ti::?.ber cut on E ~ /S'J and SW/SE of section 23 is 
6,!t85 logs, 708,170 feet. This is only those marked for cuttin~, 
other tir:ber on these three forties are marked for th(! State. 
Underhill's estimate of State timber is 100,000 feet, also scme 
large tr~es not :n.'.lrked either way. 
For sectio.1 21, 17,980 l ogs, 1,319,::80 feet. A large amount 
of tir.iber originally aarked for cutting on this section was left 
at (C.Jx':>) :-ectu~s:: so (his ) est.L.uate :nay be different." 
70. W&'\RANTY DEED 
Affidavit 143-36 S:31 S~/SE, :·lW/ SE 
W. T. Cox to ~he public 
Apr. 2, 1920 
"All merchantable timber standing ... had been cut 2.nd re-
moved therefrom prior to the year 1911." 
71. WARRANTY DEED 
Northern Pacific Rwy. Co. to 
State 
Mar. 31, 1928 
80.00 acres 
$'408.00 
143-36 S:29 SW/NW, SE/SW 
72. CORRE SPONDENCZ - Di v . o f fo r es try 
Misc. Pap ers 143 - 36 S:6 SE/8~, 17 
1928 S:S SW/ SE 
s 13 :t s 
! ·Io tc ~ on :1:- :. ·1.J. t c~ t:-.ncis :_:1<lic.J. t C! 1.:h2c ::~c . .; · .. mr~-:- l.-.ras ·.Ji:l~:~~ 
t o s e ll for ~ ~. 00 ~~~ere but ~a ~ cc ci S3 , JOO :0 ~ 10. :so :Jr J ~ 2 
millio n l1c2rd ~ct.~: :)!: :::..:':"!ber ·)n :..:.~1c ~5~ . J2 ~~:.-.::~. 
73. ' ADSTlU"CT OF TITLE 
ScnEkc, ilomesteo.d - 1895 
to Nary, Feb. 17, 1904 
$200.00 
142-36 S: G ffo 5 
- to Park Rapids Lbr. Co., Dec. 27, 190~ 
$350.00 
JUDGD!.El\T - Dissolution of Park Rapic!s Lbr. Co. 
Aud it or to ~·lichelet, Tax Judgement S.:ile - Hay 11, 1908 
Audubon State Bank to State, Feb. 10, 1930 $101.25 
74. RECuKD OF DE::DS 
~br. 1, 1934 143-35 S: 17 SW!:: 
S : ~O :\ /~7.::, E1: I S\·l 
S: 29 ~)jt'!.T, SW~ 
S:32 l':W}.;, SW}. 
A-39 
"Fi:'!'.11 Certific.:ition in the !fatter of the Conci~:;:m<ltion of 
C~rtain Additional Lands for Itasca State Po.rk." 
75. QUIT CU.IH DEED 
Menahga Lbr. Co. to Stat~ 
Har. 5, 1936 
$1.00 
J.43-36 S:31 :::4 
This t~act was acquired f~om Northern Pacific Rwy. Co. 
on Feb. 5, 1936 rar $80.00. 
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B-2 
BRAINERD LUHBER COMPANY 
A. Introduction 
The Brainerd Lumber Company, formerly the Northern Mills 
Company, was formed in 1893 (53). Beginning with the 1901-02 
season, the Brainerd Lumber Company moved into the Itasca 
State Park and began logging the Pillsbury land. The Pills-
burys had obtained much of their timber holdings from the 
R. G. Peters Salt & Lumber Coopany in 1890, and the remainder 
from speculators who had homesteaded small tracts. In l ater 
years, the Brainerd Lumber Company acquired timber from 
G. Cook who, in 1902, had hofficsteaded his acreage in the 
park's west annex. 
In 1900, the Brainerd Lumber Company had offered to sell 
all or part of its t imber within t:1e park at reduced rrices. 
Brower (8) reported that "an acceptance of that offer meant 
thousands of dollars saved to the park funds and no lumbering 
operations by that company at Itasca Lake". However, the of-
fer was not accepted. The sta te did eventually acquire a 
large portion of the Brainerd Lumber Company's timber in 1902 
and 1904 at higher prices. 
B. Logging Policies 
Very little is known about the cutting specif ications of 
the 3 rainertl ~~~ber Company . It is possible that an eight-
inch mini mum log d i ame t e r ~a s used , at l east in the earlier 
100gin& in t~1c pa r k . T!i c r e is no indi c.:i tion of what tre e spe-
cies o t he r tl1.1n ·..1hite and ::o r way pine · . .; er e cut. 
• 
r_ 
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vious to legislation regulating burning of slash . If slash 
was burned, it would probably have been carried out in late 
spring. 
C. "Itasca Park Contract" - 1901-06 
Barnard and Gorder were contracted to set up the logging 
operations for the Brainerd Lumber Company in the park area 
(53). The logs were landed in the north and west ar.:is of 
Lake Itasca. A logging dam had been const=ucted in 1902 at 
the outlet of the lake and the logs were driven down the ~is­
sissippi River (9). It was reported that some oi th~ legs 
were driven to the mills in ~linneapolis, a task requiring up 
to three years with up to a 60% loss (1). 
In 1901, the Brainerd Lunber Co~any first entered the 
park.and logged a few lots in the northeast corner. In the 
following seasons, the company moved toward the park's west 
annex where the majority of the logging activity was carried 
out. The logging of Cook's land by 1906 represented the last 
activity by this cm:~any within the park. 
There are few descriptions available of the timber cut dur-
ing this period. Ten million feet of logs were reported in 
Lake Itasca in the spring of 1904 although some of these logs 
may have come from outside the park (12) . l3rower 's timber 
estimates indicate that the Pillsbur:r land contained some of 
the most !:eavily timbered l ots within the original park, but 
r.10st of these lands ·..;~re i; urc!Jased l; y t~e st.:ite ;Hier to log-
ging. Some o f ~he c~t- ove r fo rtie s i~ secti on 4 143-36 a rc 
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"pig iron Norway 11 (4), a very poor qu.:ility of merchantable 
pine. The only indication of the timber logged in the west 
annex is from notations made in the tax list of 1906 which 
., describes briefly the Pillsbury property in section 6 142-36 
as "not much timber". The results are showin in figure Bl 
.. 
and table BI. 
I -. 
TABLE BI 
Summarv of logging bv the !3raine!'d Lumoe!' Comoanv in the oark. 
M Ft. M Ft . 
.. 
Years Acres Cut* Per Fortv 
1901-02 84 555 264 
.. 
1902-04 
Original Park 527 1,513 115 
West Annex 1,296 ? ? 
1904-06 386 ? ? 
Total 1,938 ? ? 
*Based on Brewer's estimates (7). 
I 
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RED RIVER LillIBER cm1P.tu'IT 
A. Introduction 
In 1892, T. B. Walker and H. C. Akeley fonned a partner-
ship for the purpose of handling and disposing of their vast 
timber holdings which included a portion of Itasca State Park 
(2). The Red River Lumber Company, which was created and 
O'Wtled by Walker, was contr:i.cted to handle most of their log-
ging oper:i.tions . Host of the tir:lber to be logged t..rithin the 
park had been purchased by Walker from ~. P. Clarke in 1888. 
In addition, Walker and Akeley obtained timber rights from 
the Shevlin-Carpenter Company and 3eebe & Stone on the east 
side of the park. 
B. Logging Policies 
1. Cutting Soecifications 
Until 1905, the Red River Lumber Company reportedly 
cut only the best white and ~for.vay pine having a minimum 
log diameter of eight inches. In the following years, 
spruce and jack pine were also included and the mini.mum 
diameter was reduced to six inches (48). A different 
policy may have been in effect within the original park 
from 1911 to 1914 as the State forestry Board was "autho-
rized to make an agreement giving ~alker an additional 
$1. 00 per acre for L:lnd •,;hi ch h.:id been cut: over but tim-
ber less th~n te n inches d .b.h. was left untouched" (44) . 
It is :10t 1 ·:n0~1n t.:o '.-ii1.::t c;:--::ten t :his .1gree:ncnc was c:i. r:-ied 
out. 
I 
I 
I 
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2. Slash Disoosal 
If slash was burned during the early years of logging 
in the park, late spring would be the most probable time 
for its occurrence. Not until 1909 were there regulations 
regarding slash disposal. The 1911-14 logging inside the 
original park was probably much 'JlOre restricted, as the 
State Forestry Board kept close watch on logging opera-
tions. However, the Red River Lumber Company was not al-
ways cooperative, as indicated in the board's meeting 
minutes. "Red !.Uver Lumber Company had failed co burn in 
accordance with instructions and had to be done by the 
state at a cost of $565.89" (46). 
C. Logging Contracts 
1. "}!ississiooi Rive r Conc:racc" - 1903 -04 
Brower's account of Walker's acquisition of a license 
to land their logs in Lake Itasca is the only information 
on the Red River Lumber Company operat:ions in the north 
annex. The license allowed ::he company to haul "timber 
situated on sections 26 and 35 144-36 to Lake Itasca and 
deposit on the ice during the win'ter of 1903-04" ( 11). 
2. "Itasca Park Contract" 
Nearly all of the Walker and Akeley timbe r in the 
park, including the west annex, was cut under a conc:ract 
dated Hay 15, 1905. This contract specified that the 
lo~s were t:o be cut and delivered by railroad to ::he ::i.i ll 
in Akeley, within t en years '2) . ~obinson and D ie~ had 
.. 
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company from at least 1911 to 1914 (36). 
a. 1905-07 
By the 1905-06 logging season, the Red River Lum-
ber Company had moved south from Mallard along Long 
and Sucker Lakes and entered the north end of the west 
annex, setting up a camp at Squaw Lake (see figure B2 ) . 
The Bemidji Daily Eioneer on August ZS, 1906 reported 
that the Red Kiver Lumber Company had 12 million feet 
in Squaw Lake but because of the lack of steel, the 
completion of the rai l road which would remove the logs 
was delayed (51). It is difficult to deter.nine how 
much of the 12 million feet of i ogs came from the 
park's west annex since timber estimates of the iP-di-
vidual forties are unavailable. There are 560 acres 
just north of the park from which the timber was pro-
bably removed and subsequently landed in Squaw Lake. 
The remaining 1,122 acres in the west annex :nake up 
67% of the total cut-over area from which ti:cber would 
have been landed in SqumJ Lake. This cut-over area 
in the park would have accounted for approximately 
eight million feet, for an aver.:ige of 285 M feet per 
forty. This average is comparable to the Pine Tree 
L.1mber Company's cs timat e of 250 :t ]) f eet per forty 
for their l.:i.nd in t he Squaw La~c area . l!o .... ever, i:: 
is possible th.:i t .:idditional timbe r was cut during the 
following wi~tcr, 1906 - 07. This is supported by both 
l/ 
- "' : Cc ct" i~d::.c.Jtl!s L!1ous::rnd iio.'.lui tl!et. 
'! 
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iJ Location '>f lun1ber mill 
~z T t. r- -~e lumo· ep ~ i· · ·~ '". :he ~ar ~ 3 r ~a 3na cjc Figure ._, . ~oc;:i. :Lon o ~" - - ..• - -"' - ·• 
major transport~tion ~ou~c s . 
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Dobie (14) and the Clearwater County tax records 
which indicate that the Red River Lumber Company op-
erated in the area from 1906-08. The only other de-
scription of the timber in this area is from an "old-
timer' s" account of the general logging of the Red 
River Lumber Company south of ~allard which claimed 
that the area was heavily timbered with uo to 500 :1 
feet per forty and eight logs per 1, 000 feet (52). 
b. 1911-14 
The years in which the ~ed ~iver Lumber Company 
logged timber in the east part of the park are di££~­
cult to pin down. The earliest indicatior. of their 
logging in this area is from Dobie (15) who reported 
that they "had just finished building a logging rail-
road to the east side of the park and planned to log 
its timber during the next winter (1911-12) and haul 
it to Akeley by rail". Officials of the ?ine Tree 
Lumber Company in December of 1918 reported timber 
trespassing by the Red River Lumber Company in sec-
tion 27 "six or seven years ago" (35 ) . This would 
indicate that the Red River Lumber Company logged 
their timber in section 26 i n the wincer of either 
1911-12 or 1912- 13 . The l as e indi ca t io n o f the i r log -
ging operations is f rom a timber de ed ob t a i ned f~ om 
Beebe & Sto ne. (see '156; A- 35) '.:hicil ·.•as ::'.!turned in 
t:\ic sp r in~ of 191!;. T:1i:; · . ;ou~d i:1di c:!tc. ::ha t: the 
t: i1:1hc.r, ~ ·-hicli '. ;as ~oc.:!~ 2' ! :.:1 ::: :c. ,c_ ;:i:;:: .1::::l'.:: , .,.;as cue 
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no later than the winter of 1913-14. 
Much of the Red River Lumber Company timber in 
the east side of the park was purchased by the state, 
including 7 ,399 M feet of Not"..;ay and white pine and 
200 M feet of jack pine (47). Estimates on the amount 
of timber logged in this area ranged from ~wo and one-
half million board feet, based on Erower's su~vey (7), 
to three million usi::lg :<eegan and '.falker' s estimates 
(10). Both sur1eys were m.J.de at le.1st ten years be-
fore the actual logging took place. According to 
Brower's esti:nates, most of t~e cut timber (72%) came 
from section 26 143-36 which ~.;as ;.;ell-timbered and 
averaged 238 M feet per forty. The remaining timber 
cut came from sections 7 and l8 143-35 which were 
poorly timbered, averaging l<!ss than 100 H feet per 
forty. Brower (3) describes this area as having been 
overrun by several fires which had left the area 
"almost a burned barren" vith "quantities of dead and 
down timber and brush". He estiro.:i.tes that "the last 
destructive fire [had nearly] depleted the forest ... 
to an extent equaling one-half of the value of the 
standing t imbcr". No information ~.;as found concern-
ing the ::otal .:l:nount of ti:::ber cut in the <!ast annex 
of the park. The results ar e sum;:iarizcd in figure B3 
and t.:i.ble 1311. 
1 
1 
1 
, 
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TABLE BII 
Summary of logging bv the Red River Lumber Comnanv 
in the oark 
Acres M Bd. Ft. M Bd. Ft. 
Years Cut Cut Per Fortv 
1903-04 40 ? ? 
1905-07 1,230 ...... 8, OOO"J ,..., 260 
1911-14 981 2,538* 104 
Tot:il 2,251 > 10,000 
# Vandersluis (51) 
* Brower (7) 
.. 
" 
1 
1 
., 
., 
· 1 
., 
·1 
·1 
., 
., 
'1 
'1 
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::::: 1~06-08 
jj. !'3(1-1.i 
.&.. camp 
-..... . railroad :;pur 
-- lou:: i n1: road 
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:::'i. gu r e 33 . ~he chr ono l ogy 0 .t ::he :{e d River Lumber Company oper a -
ci. o ~ s ~n ::he ?a r k. 
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III. PINE TREE LUHI3ER COMPANY 
A. Introduction 
The Pine Tree Lumber Company, Pine Tree Manufacturing 
Company, and the Immigration Land Company were all associated 
with a Weyerhaeuser venture into the remaining pinelands of 
central ~Iinnesota. Beginning in June of 1890, the Little 
Falls-based corporation purchased 212,772 widely scattered 
acres of pinelands for $452,330 from the Northern Pacific 
Railway Company (17). This land had been part of a federal 
land grant giving the railway company alternate sections for-
ty miles either side or a proposed route to the Pacific 
Coast. In Itasca State Park, this grant included all odd-
numbered sections within the northern limit which passed 
through the center of the park, northwest to southeast. Only 
the choicest pine stands within this land grant were selected. 
The timber, as a whole, was considered mediocre and ~ver­
aged only 54 a feet per forty compared to 1, 000 ~ feet in pre-
vious holdings in Wisconsin (41). The large difference was 
due to the fact that the Pine Tree Lumber Company timber, be-
sides being much more scattered, also included a large per-
centage of ~forway pine which had not been included in the ori-
ginal estimates. With the growing scarcity of white pine, 
Norway pine was included in the 1897 timber survey which re-
vised the s tur:Jpage es ti:nate to 144 }1 feet per forty for a 
tot:il or 604, 789 ~· ! feet (41) . These es timates arc gener:iliz-
ed totals :or a lar3c area ~n<l it is not known how reprcsen-
t:.it.'._'JC :::1c; arc of the ir!( . S.:!~c:: iptions of the i.'ine 1::-ce 
" 
'l 
,, 
l 
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Manufacturing Company's land in the park varied from poorly 
timbered to having "some of the best timber ever to reach 
Little Falls" (16). 
B. Logging Policies 
When the Pine Tree Lumber Company first entered the park 
in 1912, most of the pine forests in }finnesota had been de-
pleted and logging practices had already been modified to 
make better use of the existing forests. Additional ;:iodifi-
c.:itions of COt:J?any policies ~;ere souietioes requi::-ed by the 
State Forestry Board during logging within the original park. 
1. Cutting Soecifications 
The Pine Tree Lumber Company had previously reduced 
the [!'.linimum log diameter from .:ight inches to six inches 
in 1897 (41). White pine, Norway pine, spruce, and jack 
pine were the most sought after species, although tama-
rack and balsam fir were reportedly also logged. Over 
all, Norway and ·,;hite pine accounted for 85~~ to 100% oi 
the annual board feet cut. 
Under an act of 1909, the ?ine Tree Lumber Company 
donated 3,330 acres in the original park to the state in 
lieu of taxes. On these lands the company had the right 
to cut white pine, ~forway pine, jack pine, spruce, t.'.lfila-
rack, cedar, and balsam fir th~t were greater than eight 
inches d. b. h. unti l 1919. T~is 'Jar i ed litt ~e frora the 
normal loggine practices, s ince ~rees with less than an 
eieht-i.nch <. i.b.;1. r.'.l : .-~ly i'.1:1<lc a s i;(-i:-tch lo; Ji .:u:::et:~r ( 19 ) . 
1 
I 
I 
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or stands. From company records it appears that only Nor-
way pine, white pine, jack pine, and spruce were cut in 
the original park as t.:lill.'.lrack, cedar, and balsam fir were 
donated to the state (38). 
2. Slash Disnosal 
The legislation of 1909, requiring slash to be burned 
by }!ay 1, had been passed prior to any Pine Tree Lumber 
Company logging in the park. Instructions sent to the 
camp foremen, however, indicate that extra steps were to 
be taken in regard to slash disposal within the original 
park. During the first season of logging in the park in 
1912, a memo sent to the camp indicated that "special pre-
cautions /must be taken/ in burning brush not to injure 
green trees. As a result it may be necessary to pile 
brush differently 11 (19). The following year, prior to 
logging in the park 1 s west annex, the legislation of 1913 
was passed. The following message sent by the Pine Tree 
Manufacturing Company to the camps explained the new re-
gulations regarding slash disposal. 
The Forestry Department states that all brush must 
be piled in good shape and must be burned during 
the winter as operations progress. They claim that 
where brush is burned late in the spring it kills a 
large quantity of other t i~ber on the l ands and they 
wish to avoid this. ~e desire that you take parti-
cular ~ains in regard to piling of brush and burn-
ing. This a?plies to all our lands (23) . 
An .:idditional no t ice from the ?ine Tree ~1anu fac tur ing Com-
pany requested t~at slash be hauled away from la~es so 
that ::i:11bcr r.eilr siw relines ~,10uld not be killed ( 22). 
Thi:; ::-. .:..iv h:1vc ~cc~1 in consi.de:-.1 ti. 011 o [ :;cs thet:i.cs ~or 
l 
1 
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future sale of the cut-over 1.:inds but it i.s not known if 
this practice was in effect in the park area. 
C. LogginP, Contracts 
1. "Two Inlet Lake Contract" 
Connor and Wilson were contracted to log much of the 
Pine Tree Hanufacturing Company timber and operated sev-
eral camps for this purpose each logging season. Their 
initial logging ~ithin the park was under a contract 
whereby Connor and Wilson were to cue the Pine Tree Manu-
facturing Company tiober scattered throughout t~wnships 
142-36, 142-35 and 143-35 and land the logs in Two Inlet 
Lake (23). From there the logs were to be ha~led to Park 
Rapids where they could be shipped to Little Falls by 
railroad (see fig~re E2). 
a. 1912-13 
During the 1912-13 logging season the Pine Tree 
Lumber Company set up camp in the park area and began 
logging in section 31 143-36 and section l 142-36 in 
the southeast corner of the park. Just as logging 
operations had begun, the state selected groves of 
pine surrounding Arko, Josephine, and part of Desoto 
Lakes (45) . The timber purchased totaled 800 M feet 
and included ~ost of the pine on these tracts. 
Except for t~e s tands purcha sed around the l akes, 
the Pine Tree ~~~ufocturing Company timber in this 
area ~as p oo ~ in jo t h quali ty and quantity . Brower 
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and described both sections as "badly burned over". 
He also reported that in section 1, 11 the timber as a 
whole is very poor quality", being mostly "pig iron 
Norw-ay". Nearly nine million feet .. ere logged that 
season although it is not known how much came from 
the park (20). 
b. 1913-15 
During the winters of 1913-14 and 1914-15 the 
Pine ~ree Lumber Cotn?any ~oved ·..;es t-:-1ard and logged 
in the south end of the west annex. In addition to 
company land, scattered tracts under private owner-
I ship were logged when tinber rights could ~e obtained. 
There are few indications of the amount of timber 
cut on these lands. ~otations in ~he 1904 ta~ list 
I describe the Pine Tree ~fanufacturing Company propert:r 
in sections 5 and 6 142-36 as "heavy timber and fair 
I land". Section 31 ~-1as estimated by timber cruisers 
I to have had 2, 195 ~1 feet or 200 i1 feet per forty (21). No information is available regarding the total amount 
I logged during these two seasons, but using the average 
of 200 1-1 feet per forty, approximately seven million 
I feet would have come from the west annex. 
., 
'- . "Lake It.:isc.:i Contract" 
The remaining timber to be cut in the west annex, es-
I tim..-itcd a t 20 to 22 million feet, was to be taken out by 
1.;.:iy of Lake. lLt:JCl ~ll!<l the :!ississ ippi River ( 21). ,\ dis-
I - :~uce ;.1i ch C.1 nno:.- :n:c \.Ji) so n over t~c sturr.page ~rice~ :warly 
I 
I -
I 
I 
I 
I 
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resulted in the selling of this timber to the Nichols & 
Chisholm Lumber Company, a group logging just west of the 
park who desired the timber for their mill in Frazee. 
However, Connor and Wilson finally settled with the com-
pany1 s terms after they were convinced that the tracts to 
be logged were heavily timbered and would result in a 
much more profitable logging season compared to the pre-
vious year. The new contract called for seven million 
feet of logs per season to be delivered over a three-year 
period (21). A steam hauler was used to haul the logs 
which were landed in Lake Itasca and along the ~ississippi 
River. The logs were then driven 120 ;niles down river to 
Lake Irving near Bemidji and from there transported to 
Little Falls by railway ( 16). 
a. 1915-17 
Two logging camps were used during the winters of 
1915-16 and 1916-17. Camp =t2 , located on Squaw Lake, 
utilized the Red River Lu~ber Company's old railroad 
grade to haul their logs to the Mississi?pi River. 
Camp ffo 4 was located in section 20 and their logs ~•ere 
hauled to the west arm of Lake Itasca. Camp fi4 was 
expected to lan<l one to two million feet ::iore t~an 
the Squaw Lake c.:mrp (29). 
Approximately 17 million feet of l . ;~ ~ere cut 
during these two yea r s, .:ivcr.:igin; c l ose to 275 ~ feet 
per forty (26) . This i.s ::~i _ ;.ii~.:ir :: o t~1e ·2::0 : ~ : e:c t 
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this same area, and represents very good timber com-
pared to the previous seasons. The gre~t extent of 
these pine stands is also indic~ted by comments made 
during the contract dispute with Connor and Wilson. 
[At this time,] there is [sic] betl.Teen 10 and 
12 million [feet] on ti.To sections alone [313-
395 M feet per forty] ... you won't have to 
go over as much ground to log the entire lot 
as you had to go over the last ~inter at C:lI:lp # 1 
for 4-1/2 million (24). 
b. 1917-18 
During the 1917- 18 logging season, the Pine Tree 
Lumber Company finished logging their remaining tim-
ber in the west annex. The logging done at this time 
included cost of section 29 as well as one forty in 
section 19 left over from the previous season which 
was cut short due to an early thaw (31,32). 
Like other lands logged under the Itasca Lake con-
tract, section 29 was heavily t i mbered. The original 
estimate was four million f eet, or 250 }f feet per for-
ty, but the actual cut exceeded this by one and one-
half million (33). 
3. "Elk Lake Contract" - 1918-19 
With the purchase of 4 ,250 ~ feet of ti~ber west of 
Lake Itasca by the s t.:ite, the Pinc Tr ee Lumb e r Company 
h.::i d on ly 1, 656 ti:::-.i:iered .Jc :-es :-~:n<1 ining in the o r iginal 
p.'.H k . Thi.s l.Jnd h;;l, been involvec! i n .'.I court b.::.ttlc for 
.'.I numbe r of year~ wit!1 the state con ccsting the o~ner ~ hip. 
I 
I 
I 
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logging these lands during the winter of 1918-19 (27). 
The Pine Tree Lumber Comp~ny had offered the entire 14 
million feet of timber including 13 million feet of Nor-
way and white pine for $135,000 (28). The offer was re-
fused, however, apparently bec.::iuse the state believed that 
the estimate was too high. Also, there was a general feel-
ing that only timber in scenic areas, such as around 1.::ikes 
and trails, was needed for park ?urposes (13). An agree-
ment was ~orked out with t he s t.::ite which, in effect, al-
lowed selective logging of these lands. Sl.II!llllarized by 
the Pine Tree Lu:nber Company, the contract perr.iitted the 
state to purchase from them : 
1) all t :isnher on the XE /~:t: .::ir.d :IE/ SE of scc:::.on 35 
and lots l , 2, and 3 of secticn 23. 
2) all medium and small timber and a sprinkling of 
large timber on the SE/SE of section 21 and the 
SE / SE of section 25, t he tim~er beiGg arour.d 
lakes. 
3) a few of the large t rees in addition to the 
small timber along the Lind Saddle Trail on the 
H.lz/"NW and W15./ SW of section 27 . 
4) on remD.inder of l.::inds ... only t he thrifty and 
growing srnall ti~~er or medium s ized tL~ber l ess 
than 14" d.b.i1. (34 ) . 
The total timber purchased by the state was not to ex-
ceed six million feet. In addition, all timber ei ght i nches 
or less was donated to t he state . In exchange, the state 
was to give t he I'i ne Tr ee Lumber Cor:ip any "r i ?e " or dead 
and down tir.1be r (see appendi:·: C on s.:ilvage logging) on 
surrounding spec ified a r e.'..ls . The logs we r e to be landed 
;_n Elk !~akc. ;;nd crivcn ::hrou ;:;h L.akc ~t.::isca <1nd c.ie;1.m U1e! 
I 
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Originally, the St~te Forestry Board indicated that 
it would purchase only two and one-half million feet, 
leaving about 11 to 14 million for the Pine Tree Lumber 
Company to log. However, state forester William Cox de-
cided to take advantage of the clauses allowing for the 
purchase of any timber under 14 inches d.b.h. and marked an 
additional two and one-half million feet. The Pine Tree 
Luober Company 1 s dissatisfaction with Cox's marking of the 
tiober resulted in an intense dispute be~;een the two. 
Company papers provide the following com::i.ents. 
Cox had ignored every prouiise that he has ::nade as to 
the marking of the timber and is selecting some of 
the largest and choicest ti~ber f or the state to pur-
chase in locations where he was only to take the 
small thrifty timber (37) . 
He [Cox] i s marking .oost of the jack pir;e to be ct:t 
by us regardless of how it is mixed with the tir:tber. 
It will cost as much to get out as th~ timber is 
worth (34). 
It is impractical to log a few defective trees a 
half mil e from the logging =oad ... (39) . 
These statements appear to indic.:.te that the original 
guidelines were not strictly carried out by the state. 
Timber on the Pine !ree Lur::ber Company lands ·,las re-
ported to have had "some of the largest .:md finest logs 
ever to reach Little Falls" (16). Some logs measured up 
to 36 inches in diamete~ and contained one thousand board 
feet. The original Pinc T=ec Lumber Company estimates in -
eluded 16 Qillion feet o f pine or over 386 ~ feet per 
143-36 
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The difference in estimates was due partly to the 1917 
fire which resulted in a loss of 500 M feet in section 35 
(40). 
The final tally of the logging season was eight mil-
lion feet of logs with an additional 1,332,120 feet of 
dead and down timber (47). By using the Pine Tree Lumber 
Company timber es ti::iates before l ogging (25), ~1hich 1.;ere 
grouped by sections, and subt=acting the state's estimate 
of the amount of ti~ber purchased, an approxir:iati.on can be 
made of the amount of timber c~t on each section (see 
tab le BIII) . 
TABLE BIII 
Bo:1rd feet i::~rt d ur i. n ~ the selec tive l o?.g i. n<> ooer2t ion:; 
i n the wint er of 1918 -19. 
Norway 
Pine 
H Feet Cut 
White J ack 
Pine ? i ne Soruce Total 
S:21 1527 ( 61%) .. U 188 (58%) 66 (40%) 42 (42;~ ) 1823 ( 5 9;~) 
(360 acres) 
S:23 508 ( 91%) 172 (86%) 6 ( 17%) 686 (8 6%) 
(120 acres) 
S:25 724 ( 42~~ ) 11 7 (2 5%) 0 (0%) 0 (0% ) 841 (38i:) 
(280 acres ) 
s: 27 3055 (7 9%) 761 csn) 17 (211: ) 43 (2 5i~ ) 3876 (7 6i~) 
(480 acre s) 
S :33 70 (3 9'7, ) 26 ( 58%) 15 (30%) 10 ( 6 7 ~: ) 121 (42%) 
(35 acres ) 
s : ::: s 13 ?.3 ( 6J/',) 78 C4n) 0 ( o~~ ) 0 c o~~) l .'.+O i ( 59~~) 
( '..'. 80 .'.! Cr" C' o;) 
T o t ::, j 706 5 (t~~)~) 1 '.'.')1) ( t)f:',:',) ~ 9') ( 2 4~~) 37 .:.3 ( 6J';~) 
(1 65G .1crcs) 
1 I 
-~- ' f :1ci i ...2 :~r: ·:' :~ :..::P.'. ~ > e ;· r: !.::"'!....'"'. ; :- ~ i. ) ~ : : '.!l~ ~) :: :~ - :_t . .. 1 : ~. ~ ;: :~ '.) c~· !r-j : (· ~-~· : ~ ..:: .: L:. :~:·u: c 
Years 
1912-13 
1913-15 
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Since the state estimates were an underestimation of 
the amount of timber by Pine Tree Lumber Company standards, 
the calculated amount of timber cut would be high. This 
would account for table IV showing about 750 H board feet 
cut higher than what was actually cut. 
Sum:ning up this final large-scale timber operation in 
the park the State Forestry Board stated: 
The timber retained was so selected by the State 
Forester and his assistants by marking all trees 
described by t~e state, :hat the logging 0£ about 
8 million :cct of ti::::.ber '..las done without !:13.tcr:i. -
ally affecting the aesthetic value of the ?ark (42). 
The results are suI:II!larized in fig'.ire B4 and table BIV. 
TABLE BIV 
Summarv of the ? i~e Tree Lumber Corrt!)anv log,,ing 
i:t the oar:c. 
Acres 
Cut Partially Total 
Over Cut ~ Ft. Cut:J_/ 
542 141 2-4,000 
1,498 0 ,..., 7 ,000 
Average 
)1/Fort·1 
,.... 200 
,_ 180 
Squaw Lake Camp ? 0 6-7,000 ? 
Lake Itasca Camp ? 0 9 000 ? 
1915-17 2,414 0 15-16,000 _. 250 
1917-18 556 0 5,497 350 
1918-19 0 1,440 8,000 3703.I 
'I'o t.:il 5,01 0 1, 58 1. :1 8-40, 000 312 
1 I 
- · ~~~~d on com~any re cord~ . 
"' I 
::.:_, :.~1c ludt.:::..; L i.~ : :hcr t~nL cu t. 
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I -
I 
I 
~ 1~)1:2-13 ii.~ 
19i3-IS 
... 
// 191S-17 h. camp // 
~ lot'.i:ing: road 
1917-13 
1p1q 
.. 1111 IJIC-1'.J 
., 
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IV. OTIIER LUMBER COMPANIES 
The Brainerd Lumber Company, Red River Lumber Company, and 
Pine Tree Lumber Company accounted for 857. of the area logged in 
Itasca State Park. At least five other lumber companies also oper-
ated in the park although information on their activities is 
sketchy or nonexistent . Areas cut by these companies are shown in 
figure BS and summarized in table BV. 
A. H. C. Akelev Lu~oer Ccl'r.':)anv 
Al though owned by H. C. Akeley, the company logged t:i.u:ber 
on both Akeley and Walker lands ( 49 ) . No other i::1for.:.ation 
concerning the company's activities is known except that i t 
operated in the sout!1West corner of the park during the win.t er 
of 1901-02 (43 ) . I t is possible that portions of the east an-
nex, which are assumed to have been logged by the ~ed ~iver 
Lumber Company, could have been logged by the H. C. Akeley 
Company. 
B. F. H. 3onness & Comnanv 
The F. W. Eonness & Co. was a small logging outf:.t ,.;hich 
was contracted to salvage down timber in the park dur i ng t he 
winter of 1901-02 (see appendix Con salvage logging). How-
ever, the company illegally cut over one lot and part of an-
other, just east of the east arm of Lake I t asc a (9). 
C. Crond For ks Lur.ibcr Co nm .:rnv 
The Gr.'l n d Fork ;:> LumiJ c r Company ope r :i t i on s <,..;ere pr ecio:ni -
natcly north of the ? ar k . Howeve r , they l ot:;z;r~ti t-..,ro :ocs i:l 
:: i ~:.: n01·!:hc~~ st cornc: 0f t:1c p.:.ir!: Jur:.:o'.3 chc ·,,. .:_;: tc: r 0: :.002 - 1)3 . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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landed in the Upper LaSalle Lake. Those from lot 3 of sec-
tion 7 were landed in Lake Itasca, possibly for Pillsbury, 
who had acquired the ti~ber rights (43). A timber deed spe-
cified cutting to a six-inch mini.mum log diameter. 
D. Crookston Lumber Cot!!Uanv 
During the '.Winter of 1903 -04 the Crookston Lumber Company 
logged most of the north annex. The logs were landed in Lake 
Itasca and then driven down the ~·!ississippi River (6). 
E. ~./icho ls & Chis ho ln Lu.-:1ber Co~anv 
The ~ichols & Chisholm Luraber Company approached the park 
from the west, logging extensive pinelands owned by H. C. 
Clarke and T. Shevlin. 3y l913, the company had a railroad 
spur extenderl to the park's west boundary and was compl~ting 
the final oajor logging operations in the park area. Although 
Clarke and Shevlin had previously sold t~cir pir:elanc~ within 
the park to Akeley, they acqui::ed timber rights from at least 
one private owner in the west annex. The timber was cut dur-
ing the winter of 1913-19 and hauled by railroad to a chain 
of lakes . ..,here they ~•ere eventually driven down the Ottertail 
River to the mill in Frazee (18, 50). 
There are also several individual s ~ho acquired tinber rights with 
the park, but it is not known '..lith .... :hat lumber company they were 
nssociatcd . 
• 
-
• 
I -
I 
I 
I . 
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b~ Unkno"Nn 
C .. i[;ure I?i5 . .\. r ea~ in t. ic ?2 rk lo~ged by miscel lancous lumber 
2o!npan ie :.; . 
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TABLE BV 
Summary of minor logging ooerations in the park. 
Acreage Lo~ged Total.!/ 
Lumber Comanv Years Cut Over Partiallv Cut ~ Ft. Cut 
H. c. Akeley 1901-02 305 0 355 
F. w. Bonness 1901-02 49 49 70-130 
Grand Forks 1902-03 87 0 283 
• 
Crookston 1903-04 320 0 ? 
Nichols & Chisholm 1918-19 160 0 ? 
Unknown 1,035 0 ? 
Total 1,956 49 ? 
I ~ 
• 
I ~ 
• 
• 
I -
• 
11~ d n I 
- · Di1SL' on '-' r :::1,1c r ::; surv ey (7) . 
--
.. 
-
-
-
-
-
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-
I 
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SALVAGE LOGGrnG 
Although the salvage logging operations had a relatively minor 
impact on the forests, a summary of the salvage operations during 
the major logging operations is included to complete the logging 
history of the park during this period. 
The definition of salvage logging varied during the park's 
early history. Although the timber cut during salvage operations 
was commonly referred to as "dead and down11 , this desc!"ip tion was 
not always accurate. The first few years of salvage logging were 
for the purpose of removing windthrows caused by a severe storm in 
1900. During the first season of salvage logging in 1901-02, "down 
timber" was sold to ? . W. Bonness & Company. The contract speci-
fied that ~o standLi.g contract was to be cut. llowcver, the cou:pany 
was convicted \:'.lice for illegal cutting of "green timber 11 • The 
next winter a similar contract allowed the cutting of dow-n white 
pine, ~or.•ay pine, and spruce (2). In the following years, vari-
ous amounts of timber were logged that included both dead and down 
trees. Huch of this salvaged timber had been killed by forest 
fires that had occurred in 1894, 1899, and 1905. Similar opera-
tions may have followed fires in 1911, 1913, and 1917 (3). In 1907, 
legislntion was passed that expanded the meaning of salvageable 
timber to include "<lying" t irober. The law specified that: 
The St~te Forestry Board shall preserve intact the primeval 
pine forest now growing in Itasca State ?ark, and shall cut 
;"!O l)J.rt thereof i::!xcept '"c.-::.k, diseased or insect infested 
trees, or dead and down ti~ber (4). 
The !:' : .;~e ·~rec Lur:iber Company records provide an eyewitness account: 
o[ the! >:; n.,~.'..rlg of .:ip~noxir.iat~l y 350 '.·! feet of <lead, cow'.1, and d:1-
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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[They areJ cutting mostly green timber (.J They [the state] 
have what they call a tree Doctor [who] goes around and marks 
the trees which he think[s] that is [sic] going to dye [sic] 
so the green [timber] is good[,] so is the ded [sic] and 
down (5). 
There were only three winters in which one million or more 
feet of timber were salvaged (see table CI). Two of these seasons, 
1918-19 and 1920-21, occurred during the close of the major log-
ging operations in the park. In 1918 the Pine Tree Lumber Company 
informed the state: 
[since] there will be no driving out 0£ 1tasc3. Lake after our 
logs are taken out the state :::iay never ~~ve as good an oppor-
tunity to dispose of its ripe timber (6). 
The st~te was willing to allow salvage cutting over a large area 
since dead and dying ti=lber ~as considered a fire hazard and also 
unaesthetic. Also, in consideration for allowing salvage operations, 
the company was ~illing to allow the state the right to purchase up 
to five million feet of standing timber. 
Following the salvage logging in 1918-19, the State Forestry 
Board stated that "there still remains much dead tamarack and other 
dead and down timber ~.;hich should be sold if a purch~ser can be 
obtained" (7). As a result, another million board feet of timber 
was salvaged during the winter of 1920-21. 
Overall, the timber cut during the salvage operations was re-
ported by Anderson (1) to have included 357. "green timber". The 
green timber includes timber cut illegally and trees t hat were 
weak, diseased, and i nsect-infest ed. 
,\ sumrn:iry o f t he s a lv:i ge operat i ons i n the pa r k .: ::on 190 1 t o 
1921 is sho;m in t:i ble c::::. The i. nform.:iti. on •..;a.s ob t ::iined f : 0m Sta t e 
Fon: ::: t:ry So .::11:<l r cco r C:s, :::'ir.e Trel! L <.!: :~oe r Company ::cc::i r ds , J::c•,;e : '.::; 
C-4 
The It~sc~ P~rk - an illustr~ted historv, and the State Auditor 
Biennial Reports. Board-foot figures in parentheses are estimates 
calculated from the sales value of the timber. Information on sal-
vage logging in later years is available from Hansen et al. (7). 
• 
-
• 
• 
• 
-
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TABLE CI 
Summarv of salvage logging in the park from 1901 to 1921, 
Years Lumber Comoanv Location of Cutting M Ft. Cut Remarks 
1901-02 F. W. Bonness & Co. 143-36 
S:35,36 
800 Windfalls 
1902-03 F.W. Bonness & Co. 143-36 97 Windfalls 
1903-04 Brainerd Lbr. Co. 
1905-06 State 
1907-08 L. Amadon & Co. 
1909-10 Douglas Lbr. Co. 
S:l ifa3,4 
S:l2 W1i/NW 
S:l3 {fal,4,5 
? 
School land 
Other 
? 
1909-10 State School land 
1911-12 Red River Lbr. Co. 143-35 
5:33,34 
1913-14 Pine Tree .Lbr. Co. 143-36 
5:33,34 
1915-16 Pine Tree Lbr. Co. ? 
1916-17 Pine Tree Lbr. Co. Near Elk Lake and 
west arm of Lake 
Itasca 
1917-18 Pine Tree Lbr. Co. Near Elk Lake and 
west arm of Lake 
Itasca 
193 
72 
(150-200).Y 
(200-300) 
1,000 
(60-85) 
? 
20 
55 
(300) 
(350) 
1918-19 Pinc Tree Lbr. Co. 143-36 1,332 
1020-21 C.Jnt~or E, ',li.lson 
S:21 E~/NE,~TE/SE,;:.rE/SW 
22 NE/S1-i,SE/NW 
26 W1i/SW 
27 f.rE/ NE , l·T!~/NE, SW/ SE 
28 NE/NE,H.!s/SE 
33 NE/ NE,N'i/SE 
34 NH~ 
:·lortbeL.lsl ;;01~n c.r of 1,333 
park (80 fo rties & luts) 
"All but 
10 M ft. 
fire killed" 
1 I') · .- I · l . 1 1 . 
- :.. o.1 rr. :: r:c r: cut ~ 1m:n ::.n parent 1eses arc estim..<tes ca cu at.:!c:i 
~~ l : c m do l l :1 r ·: ~ l t :.::.: • 
--
-
-
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